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An Evening of perfonnance
to benefit The AIDS Project.

ANNE WILSON SCHAEF, PH.D.

•

1bur'8day Evming Lecture:

"Living In Process"
7:30 - 9:30 P.M. • November 2,1989
First Parish (]lUrch • 425 Congress Street. Pol11and
$10.00 General Admission
.
Join us as Dr. Schaef explore. how the addictive process work. in our
personal ~ve •• nd in our society •• a whole and the p08&ihility of
recovery that is available to us aU.
TIckets: For tickets send check or money oroermade payable to
Women to Women, 1
Yarmouth, ME ot096.
mail: Oct. 25.

When in
Portland I
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38 Exchange St. Old Port
(207) 774-0626

Sailors and nukes to hit town

USS Kennedy to visit

THE WEEK IN BRIEF:

The USS Kennedy is scheduled to set anchor in ters before, In 1975, during peacetime maneuvers
Casco Bay on Friday, Oct. 13, carrying 4,100 sail- in the Mediterranean Sea near Italy, the Kennedy
ors and an estimated 100 to 150 nuclear weapons collided with the smaller USS Belknap. Fires on
into Portland Harbor_
both ships lasted for the better part of the day and
The public is invited to tour the convention- prompted the admiral in charge to radio a "broally-powered aircraft carrier on Oct 14 and 15.. ken arrow" alert, the Navy code for a nuclear
The toUT is free, but ferry tickets cost $1.50 each. accident.
The tickets are available at Greater Portland Shop
'These ships are as dangerous during peace'n Save stores and are limited to two per person. time as they are during wartime," said Handler_
If there is room, stand-by visitors can board the Greenpeace estimates that more than 1200 major
ferry from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Casco Bay Lines naval accidents have occurred since WWII, leavferry terminal on Commercial Street. The· Ken- ing nine nuclearreactors and 50 nuclear weapons
nedy's 4,100 sailors and officers will be feted at a on the ocean floor - some of them leaking radiodinner at the Holiday Inn, a lobster bake on the activity.
"Sometimes the Navy claims that it off-loads
waterfront and free seating at a Maine Mariners
game.
the nuclear weapons before a ship comes to port,"
No such welcome is planned for the warship's Handler said, "but that isn't true. The reason the
active nuclear arsenal, estimated at between 100 Navy says ships like the Kennedy are good is
and 150 weapons by Josh Handler, researchdirec- because they can deploy them instantaneously."
Mcloughlin would neither confinn nor deny
torforGreenpeace's Nuclear Free Seas campaign.
Forty of the planes on board are capable of carry- any off-loading.
ing nuclear weapons and three types of nuclear
Handler encouraged Portlanders to tour the
weapons can be launched directly from the ship, ship, and suggested visitors ask questions of the
according to Handler.
Kennedy crew: "Ask them if any accidents hapLt. Cmdr, Mcloughlin, a public affairs officer pen ... Ask the pilots how they think delivering a
for the Navy, said that he could "neither confinn nuclear weapon will work _ technically how
nor deny" that estimate, according to Navy pol- they're going to pull off dropping it off and geticy.
ting the hell out of there. Ask what buttons they
The Kennedy's nukes have seen troubled wa- push."
Andy Nnmuln

Censorship here and abroad

CARGO HllY

Portlanders write for
right to speak out

SURPLUS & MIUTARY CLOTHING
Fall Shipments Arriving Daily

Dutch Cargo ·
Pockef Pants
$13.95
Rugged, Military Quality

.•···'Biiffiijef~~d(elS'~·. ~~·coaiS .

.' "a~!'rliddjl!$ .t Ikl! ~ackett;

.........Bu:sh Ja~lft"vta1t!(~allts ."

~;~:,aGr€~~:'e~~':Ji

Jackets~ 'AJrt1'ian He lfuers-Gei'lfuilt.
i: Molt!$I(!iI.Shirf$tWI)DI OveitO~If )
;[i!d:t!;:C~i~~~s:-pa~,Jq .~~_m:u~h: .~p~l~;.;.;.j:
Many new and unusual
styles. Excellent sizes. Visit
our expanded Cargo Bay Room
Now at

SHIPWRECK &CARGO

8 Moulton St., Porlland -175-3057
M - Sat. 9-6:00 - Sun 11-5

AvailableJor
weddings, special events,
company and private parties,

Call: 774-4349 or 767-0873
Sat. Oct. 14

WEDDING-FALMOlJfH
SIm. Oct. 15
ME INNKEEPERS & REST.
ASSN. PARTY-ROCKLAND
Tues. Oct. 17
ROSA'S-PORTSMOlJfH, NH
Sat. Oct. 21

RAOUL'S · PORTLAND
Fri. & Sat Oct. 27 & 28
MOOSE ALLEY - PORTLAND
FLU. SIZE

..nun t:"n:WI'.\I"'IE"T

Portland educators, journalists, and people in that the legislation reflected a climate of censorthe arts are finding their livelihoods threatened ship. "Sooner or later," Somers said, "and it's
by censorship and are sticking up for Huckle- probably sooner - someone is going to come to
berry Finn, Holden Caulfield, and Frantisek Starek. PSC and challenge us for a production having
Finn and Caulfield are fictional characters in obscene content."
widely censored novels by Mark Twain and J.D.
Somers said the company put on a production
Salinger, novels many educators value highly; last season that dealt with teen-age pregnancy
Starek is a journalist presently jailed in Czecho- and syphilis. 'We try to provoke people and
slovakia because his government disapproved of make them think," Somers said.
his writings. Portlanders affiliated with Amnesty
Provoking people and making them think
International have "adopted" him as a "prisoner
landed
Frantisek Starek in a Czechoslovakian jail.
of conscience."
The 36-year-old Czechoslovakian magazine ediDeborah Locke, a librarian at Westbrook High
tor was convicted of "incitement" for distributing
School and chair of Maine's Intellectual Freedom
material considered politically unacceptable by
Committee, said complaints that books should be
his government. On Sept. 30, the local chapter of
removed from Maine public schools jumped from
Amnesty International, a group that works for
three in 1987 to twelve in 1988. The complaints
the release of political prisoners, focused on
focussed on "obscene language, books on the Starek's case.
occult, inappropriate behavior, and bathroom
A dozen people sat at tables in Raffle's Cafe
behavior," Locke said.
Bookstore on Congress Street. Most were in their
Nationally censorship complaints have tripled
twenties or thirties. Some drank coffee or wine.
since Ronald Reagan took office in 1980. Locke
Everyone wrote letters to peopletheydidn'tknow.
said "a conservative trend through the system"
Reza Jalali, the coordinator for the local group,
prompted more and more parents to object to
said
that when a group adopts a prisoner of
what their children read in school.
conscience, its members write letters to leaders in
Locke spoke at a panel discussion at the Portthe prisoner's country asking that the prisoner be
land Public Library Sept. 29. The discussion was
freed. Jalali admitted that individually the letters
prompted by National Banned Book Week, but
may not have much pull - especially when the
encompassed aspects of censorship throughout
letter's recipient doesn't even understand Engthe community. Much of the focus was on Sen.
lish - but he added that letter-writing campaigns
Jesse Helms' bill that aimed to eliminate federal
show the powers that be that the welfare of the
grants for art that was "obscene" or "indecent." A
prisoner is being watched internationally. Even if
watered-down . version of that bill passed on
aren't freed, letter writers hope that
prisoners
October 7.
calling lIttention to the prisoner will ensure that
Mark Somers, who recently left the position of he or she is not tortured or killed, Jalali said.
managing director of the Portland Stage ComJalali was adopted as a prisoner of conscience
pany, said that PSC currently receives $55,000 a
after he was jailed in India for reasons similar to
year in federal grants. Somers expressed concern
Starek's. "I believe that Amnesty International
not only that PSC would lose funding, but also saved my life," he said.
AndyN"""""n

Nantucket gone,
its future grim
The Nantucket Lightship is back in Nantucket, Massa~h.usets.
But its new owner has no place to put it, no crew to sad It and
apparently no money to maintain it.
The 53-year-old boat had been adopted in 1987 by Portland
preservationists, who sunk over $1,000,000 ~nd 1,000 volunteer
hours into restoring it. But they lost the ship when Nantucket
selectmen exercised a right to sell it - for $1 - to a Nantucket
resident on Aug. 30.
The new owner, Kevin Murphy, arrived in Portland on Oct. 10
with a temporary, short-handed crew. Burt ~avis, chief engineer
for the ship in Portland, was one of four Mamers who agr~ to
sail with Murphy for a fee and airfare back to Portland. DaVIs and
the crew arrived at Nantucket to find that Murphy had no place
to dock the ship and no money to pay the crew or buy plane tickets.
"Mr. Murphy doesn't know how to operate a ship and kn~ws
nothingabout the marine environment," ~~vissaid, "I wa~CT)'1ng
like a baby when I left that ship. That ship has no future.
Libby Ranney, administrative assistant to the Nantucket selectmen, said that "Kevin Murphy has not revealed his plans to u~.
The selectmen requested people to submit proposals for their
plans with the ship but he didn't sub~t a propo~J. To be honest
with you, I don't why they sold it to him. He was JUst there and he
had a dollar."

Nuke officials meet privately,
discuss being open with public
The Environmental Protection Agency met in Portland with
waste industry members and officials from Maine and throughout the U.S. on Oct. 4 and 5. Leaders of the workshop instructed
the group to be straight with the public about nucl~ar waste - ~ut
didn't invite the public to the workshop. Tom Coffin of the Mame
Nuclear Referendum Committee said that Maine's freedom of
access law - which entitles the public to attend meetings of public
officials - was broken. 'They talked about having everything they
do be above board and yet they shut the public out," Coffin said.
"That's a little more irony than I can stand ... The trademark of
nuclear industry for 40 years has been secrecy and it has given us
leaky nuclear dump after leaky nuclear dump."
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Casco Bay Movers;
singer/songwriter
Brenda Moore;
R& Brecording artist
Mary Hanson;
dance
groupHoofers;
The
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special guests from
South America
Grupo Fortaleza
and many others
for this
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rr==The Portland Balle~ Compa~y=:;'\
~ri~Ib\CKERr The :~o~~~s;a;t~;::r
L

The Most Classically Danced
Production in the State of Maine

BIDDEFORD CITY THEATER
Friday, Dec. 1
Saturday, Dec. 2
Su'nday, Dec. 3
Friday, Dec. 8
Saturday, Dec. 9
Sunday, Dec. 10

8 :00 PM Friday, Dec. 15
8:00 PM
2:00 PM Saturday, Dec. 16
2:00 PM
2:00 PM Sunday, Dec. 17
2:00 PM
8:00 PM
$10.00 Adults
2:00 PM
$ 1.00 off Children/Sr. Citizens
2:00 PM
No Refunds. No Exchanges.
FOR EASY MAtL ORDER:

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address::___________~~---___
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _State_ _ _ __
Zip:._ _ _ _ Phone:: _ _ _ _ _ _:::-_ _ _ __
Location: Orchestra []
Balcony []
Performance Day:______--::-::----:=-::---Enclosed $ _____---Check []
MO []
Charge To:
Mastercard []
Visa []
C.C.#'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp . _ _ __
Signature: _______:__:_-:::---------

One Bancorp loses big (again)
New England's soft real estate market has dealt another blow
to the One Bancorp, parent company of Maine Savings Bank. The
company is facing a $50 million loss against its operatio~s, the
fourth consecutive quarter it has suffered a loss. PrOperbes the
bank foreclosed on when borrowers could no longer pay their
loans had to be reevaluated and are worth significantly less now
than when the Portland real estate market was booming. The loss
does not threaten ordinary bank accounts since the bank is insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance C~rp. But shareh?lders,
who saw their dividends cut in half in Apnl and stopped m July,
still won't see any money in their mailboxes.

$2 added 10 charge orders for handling,

Make checks payable to: The Portland Ballet Co.
341 Cumberland Ave. Portland,Me 04101 207-772-9671

"Con Man" cries poverty
Thomas R. Acker, dubbed a "Con Man" by Portland investors
who bought into his real estate schemes, has filed for ~nkrup~cy
with the U.S. Bankruptcy Court in Portland. Along With Blame
Davis, Acker was the subject of CBW' s "The Con Men" cover story
(CBW 3/30/89). William Black, a Portland Atto:ney who ~epre
sents some of Acker's investors, said that Acker IS attempting to
wipe his financial slate clean. Under the U.S. ~ankru~t~ code
Acker is liquidating his assets - what he owns will be dlV~ded up
and paid proportionately to the people he owes. So Within a few
months, debtors who had not expected to see a dime from Ack~r
could atleastget a fraction of what they wereo~ed.. But Black said
that "some people might be angry enough With Acker that they
won't settle for a fraction ..." and will sue him for fraud and the
entire amount.

DOWNSTAIRS

ATRAOULIS
5 - 50e pool tables
Mondays at 7 pm:
9-ball pool tournament, $5 entry fee

Wednesdays at 7 pm:

WEIRD NEWS:
orLawrence Terry Jordan, an inmate on a work-release program in Columbia, S.c., was charged with robbing two banks on
his lunch hour.
Rou",d SweetlAlterNet

Call
The AIDS·
Project
at 774-6877
for more
information .
Tickets
available at
Amadeus
Music,
Plains Gallery,
Magic Garden,
Portland Wine
& Cheese
and
Blackstones
in Portland.
Mac Beans
Music
and Sam the
Florist
in Brunswick;
and all
Booklands.

8-ball pool tournament, $5 entry fee

October 12, 1989
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HOMES· REMODELING· WOODWORKING
RESIDENTIAL &. COMMERCIAL
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878-2788

\(
by Andy Newman

4 Portland North BusIroes!; Park • Fah'louth ME 041 05

This space is for opinions. Your
views are here, and sometimes ours.
Please be brief when you write, and

THE BEST BARBEQUE EAST
OFTHEAIAMO
BBQ

BBQ

please include a phone number
(which will not be published) so
that we can verify your letter.
Send your VIEWS to: VIEWS,
Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark St.,
Portland,ME.04102 .

Chicken

Ribs

BBQ

Mixed

Cambridge
Tips

Grill

US:

SAL E

W(O BAY WlEKLY
October 12, 1989
Volume 2, Number 41

October 7 - October 21

PUBUSNER Gruy Santaniello
EDITOR Monte Paulsen
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Solid Wood
Furniture
Made In Maine

UNDER NEW
OWNERSHIPI

Community
Cable Networl{

Ann Sitomer

NEWS & UPDATES
CBW(Tonee Harbert

Wrap up in the warmth of East Wind's sumptuous
tapestry collection _.. woven in the colors of
Autumn foliage or in deep sky blues and alizarin.
EAST WIND CODE and Amaryllis.

Andy Newman

PHOTOGUPHS

A conversation with

Tonee Harbert

Bruce Nelson

TokiOshima

~t~~

IllUSTUnONS

AMARYLLIS
Amaryllis Clothing Co .

PlODUCnON MANAGER

41 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 772-4439

Elissa Conger

Concepts in Comfort
32A MARKET ST.• OLD PORT
KROSS FROM THE POIITlN<ID REGENCY

builds a complete line of
handsome affordable furniture.
9 FODEN RD.

FOR APPT. CALL 775-5485

SO. PORTLAND· 775-4312
ACROSS FROM UPS

DON'T GIVE YOUR WALLET A

WORKOUT!
& S199
mos.
for only

(reg. *250)

College Special- $99 Unlimited Tanning
thru end of semester!
• NO INmATION FEE. FREEZE POLICY AVAILABLE ·12X12 JACUZZI·
NAUTILUS CENTER. AEROBICS. SAUNAS. STEAM ROOMS • 3 TANNING
BOOTHS. UFECYCLES • STAIRMASTER • ROWING ERGOMETER·
• SELF DEFENSE COURSES. MASSAGE THERAPY·

Portland A Regency

HEALTH CLUB
20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT 774-4200

DESIGN

Dr. Bruce Nelson began collecting old
post cards 12 years ago and has been
buying, trading. and travelling ever since
to keep his collection growing. Today
Nelson's collection Includes more than
4,000 old post cards of Portland buildings
and scenes. Local historians and
preservationists ask him to show them
how stuff looked.

port1a~lC1

772-3932

Our jewelry is already half the cost
of retail ... Now all Gold & Dianlonds
are 25%Offl
Stereos • 'IVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs
~

Truth Hawk

Do you end up with valuable stamps on

DISPlAY ADVERnSING
Suzanne Delorme, Sue Lessard,

the old cards?
How did you get started In post cards?
About 12 years ago I was in an antique shop
in Portland. In the back of the shop were post
cards of Portland scenes and I bought a couple
hundred of them. Well, two years later I had
4,000 views of Portland and to this day I can still
pick up cards of Portland I hadn't seen before.

What drew you to them Initially?
I grew up here. I lived on these streets and
the city was being tom down by urban renewal
and a variety of other destructive forces. I
figured post cards were a good thing to collect
and preserve.
How did so many old post cards survive?
Most people collected these things. When
they received them through the mail they'd put
them in an album. Most families had a post card
album.

Did people save them because the quality
of post cards was better then?

Congress Street,

Those post card albums went up in the attic
and they stayed up there - from 1910 to the mid70s most houses stayed in one family. But a
more mobile generation emerged in the '70s so it
freed up the attics and this stuff either went to
the dump - which most of it did - or it came out
and went to collectors and flea markets.

Here's a Valentine's postcard. This card is 80
years old. Feel the embossing. Look at it. Isn't
that some printing? I mean, they couldn't make
that today if they wanted to. It sold for a penny
at the time. And that is a typical greeting card of
the era between 1905 and 1915 - when probably
90 percent of the collectable cards were printed.

What ended that era?
Most of these cards had been printed in
Gennany but with World War I the U.s. started
doing their own printing. The paper was
substandard - the quality was so bad that
people stopped collecting.

That one-cent stamp your looking at had two
billion copies a year printed. There's no shortage
of those. Once in a blue, blue moon you might
see something worth more than a penny.

Annie Lewis, Holly Lynn

(LASSlfIEDSADYERnSING
Mark Kelleher

(ONTRIBUTORS Lynda Barry,

with you?

Barbara Hill, Hannllh Holmes,
Sherry Miller, Kelly Nelson,
Mike Quinn, Don Rubin,
Morgan Shepard, Thomas Verde

Oh yeah. Look at these photographs of
Congress Street. Back then it was the center of
everything. It was dean as a whistle and all the
quality shops - everything - were on Congress
Street.
Here's a remarkable picture. This is an actual
picture of Monument Square from the 1880s.
You know where the circle is now - where the
statue is? They actually had the first aty Hall
there and that's what that building in the center
of the post card is. Once you start looking at
these, you can appreciate the changes tha t have
taken place.
Do you get nostalgic looking at these?

Very. And it's very fun. I just think it's fun.
Andy Newman has never collected anything but dust .

A:n.c.w. tilel
new england wholesale t1
Call

U8

and ask why.

Cable Channel 16 in Portland, So.
Portland, Cape Elizabeth. Scarborough
& Falmouth. Channel varies in Gorham.

E/ke Rosenberg. Phil Rutherford,
Dan Tonini, PA Trisha

Kathy Caron, Brenda Chandler,

Do these cards make you think Portland
has changed a lot?

Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm, in
order listed & repeat Sat.. Sun., &
Mon. 1-4 &7-10pm and Tues .• Wed.,
&Thurs. gam-noon.

(lR(UlAnoN MANAGER
Diane DesMarais
(lRCUlAnON

Do historians and preservationists consult

Oh yeah. Especially now with everyone
wanting to know what their house looked like at
the tum of the century_ And there's a damn
good chance it's been recorded. Not in people's
scrap books but on postcards. If you're interested in historic architecture, which I am, it
makes no sense to think about restoring a
building if you don't understand what you're
trying to achieve_

week of 10112189
Our Changing Region
Greater Portland's Transportation Problems (1/2 hr.)
Living Tapestries
Elder Images and Lifestyles
(1/2 hr.)
A Year of Art
Judith Nelson (1/2 hr.)
In the Gallery
Tom Black's Prints (1/2 hr.)
Greater Portland '89
Paying For Municipal Service
(1 hr.)

q:THE
BEST
PLACE
TOBU
NEW
TIRES?

VIEW THE AIRCRAFf CARRIER

U.S.S. KENNEDY
ABOARD
LONGFELLOW II
S

MORNING
P

:~~AST$t
SANDWICH

(AS(O lAY WEEKLY
is an instrument of community
understanding. Every Thursday,
Casco Bay Weekly distributes
20,000 papers free of charge limited to one copy per reader.
No person may take more than one
of each issue without the permissum of Casco Bay Weekly.

GOOD

JORONlY

£

Cruises depart Long Wharf hourly
from 8:30 am. until 7:30 pm.
Included is a taped narration about
the history of the U.S.S. Kennedy.

ADDniONAL (OPIES of the ,""ent
issue and/or saine back issues may
be purchased for $1 each at the

Great Photo Opportunities!

Casco Bay Weekly office.
Domestic subscriptions are mailed
3rd class and are $36/Yellr, payable
in adVllnce.

Sizzling Hot Dogs • Cookies
Snacks • Cocktails

I

A

35 ~~ICupFR££
OJCOHEI
•

(Good Mon.-Frl.

Friday, Saturday & Sunday
October 13, 14, & 15

C

CONVINIENT LOCATION:
IN DIE HEART OF
DIE OLD PORT
30 MARKET S1RI1T
772-7171

7-11am. Offer expires 11/30/89)

CONVENIENJ HOURS:
M-TH 7 AM-1 OPM
fRI7 AM-2AM
SAT 11AM-2AM
SUN 5PM-10PM

Enjoy
as you view the U.S_S. Kennedy.
All Seats $7.50

MOGUL MEDIA, INC. publishes
Casco Bay Weekly. Entire contents
© 1989 by Mogul Media, Inc.

W(O lAY WlEKLY
117 (WI STREET
PORTlAND, ME 04102
7756601

4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 LIsbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath· 185 Water Street, Augusta

....We buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

92 Exchange Street
Casco Bay Weekly is a
member of the Association of
AlternRtive Newsweeklies

O~e

Long Wharf· Portland· 774-3578

Portland. Maine 04101
Phone 77-WCOS
Open 7 Days a week

Octobv 12, ] 989
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On the' dance floor at the Bounty: more couples and more expenslye clothes.

On the dance floor at Zootz: teens dance alone and with friends of both sexes.

LEARNING THE
CHEM-FREE DANCE
CONTINUED from page one

The music seeping out of Zootz and into the night is
hyped-up, frantic. It's called post-modem. It's the
music these teens' parents don't like.
Every song is backed by a dance beat with quirky
sound effects and altered voices, but the dancing is
laid back. The music beats fast and tribal but the kids
are moving in straight four-four time. They bob and
bounce. No one touches. Groups dance together and
kids dance alone. There's not much leg showing, not
much flesh. A woman's voice in a song implores, "put
your hands on me," and it sounds funny, out of place.
It goes ignored. There's no frenzy, no meat market, no
showing off.
The kids wear black. They wear leggings and tshirts. They wear clothes too big for them. There are a
few severe haircuts dyed unnatural colors. Most of the
kids are dancing. There are guys dancing together unusual at dances especially without alcohoL The bar
stools are empty. The water fountain is busy. Some
kids linger on the perimeter of the dance floor. A halfdozen more stay a distance away, sitting at a back
table in a cloud of cigarette smoke, dressed a little
tougher than the rest.
The songs melt into one another, quickly becoming
indistinguishable. Owner Kris Clark is perched in the
disc-jockey loft above the dance floor sending out the
tunes.
Clark worked as a roving DJ before opening Zootz
two years ago. Spinning records at various dance
spaces around town, he realized that there was a
market for both drinking and chern-free dance crowds.
Since the first week Zootz opened there's been a chemfree night. "I wish when I was growing up there was a
place (like this)," says Clark. "I got in trouble because
there was nowhere to go."
Now there are two chern-free nights at Zootz,
Tuesday and Friday. Tuesday nights attract 150 kids in
the summer, 75 to 100 during the school year.
Friday nights went chern-free in the summer of '88,
after three new clubs opened in the Portland area
within a few months of each other. The Friday night ·
drinking crowd was spreading thin, so Clark declared
his Friday nights chern-free. Now two to three
hundred people go to Zootz every Friday night to
dance and not drink. Clark says getting rid of the

Friday-night drinkers has also rid him of the Fridaynight fighting, belligerence and drunkenness, all a part
of what Clark calls "amateur drinking night."
Chern-free Fridays have the feel of a high school
dance: girls hug and whisper; everyone seems to know
each other; a girl takes a snapshot of friends; they
drink soda out of plastic cups. But it doesn't look like a
high school gym and there are no chaperones at the
punch bowl. The guy at the door and the gal serving
soda are both under 21 . When kids step outside, they
flop down on the curb next to other kids and just talk
to them. There is a friendliness, almost an innocence
here.
A block away on Congress Street, a drunk adult
man eats Chee-tos and argues with another drunk
man. A red car with New Hampshire plates inches
along, the driver whispering invitations to late night
single women.

At Zootz: like a high school dance.

Across town
Across town another crowd of teenagers goes to the
Bounty for chern-free Sunday nights.
Most of these kids dance as couples. Some clumps
of girls dance together. It's not cool for guys to dance
together here.
Shirts are tucked in. Boys wear pants and most girls
don't. Panty hose, hair spray and high heels are
everywhere. Appearance is a big thing here. The
women's bathroom is stocked with a hair dryer, bottles
of nail polish and perfume, static guard, baby powder,
lipsticks, combs, towels. Girls cluster in front of the
mirror and put on another layer.
There are 19 video monitors around the club, not
counting .the ones in the bathrooms. They heighten the
sense of being watched, of needing to look good for
someone else.
The bi-level dance floor is crowded most the night.

A quarter-of-a-million dollars worth of lights throw
colors around, spotlighting a face here, a body there. A
row of boys line the sides of the dance floor, just
watching. On a small stage in front of the DJ's booth,
three-somes get up to show off their moves.
One DJ takes a break and offers five dollars to the
person who can identify the cologne he' s wearing.
Kids sniff his wrists. Eventually someone guesses it.
The OJ's are playing the latest dance tunes, straightforward songs with weak rhyme schemes. When they
slip on the old frat party classic Mony Mony the kids
don't quite know how to dance to it. They chant, "Get
laid! Get fu--ed.!" at certain points during the song.
The Bounty didn't jump right into chern-free nights.
General manager Pat Reeves explains that they didn' t
want to be perceived as a "kiddie club" when they first
opened. But after six months they didn't just decide to
have a chem-free night either. The head honchos got
together a focus group of teens to find out what they
wanted. Based on their comments, a chern-free night
was added.
Now there are two chern-free nights at the Bounty:
Sunday when 600 to 700 kids come through and
Monday night which draws 200 to 250 kids. "We'll
probably do chern-free here Sunday and Monday
nights for the next 10 years," says Reeves.
Back out on the dance floor, a DJ offers a $10 bill to
the first kid who knows when Maine became a state.
A slow dance comes on and a boy awkwardly asks
a girl to dance. She agrees, raising her hand to her
mouth to hide her braces. Her friends titter and watch
from the sidelines.
The next song is faster. A guy closes in on another
girl already dancing. She presses her crotch against his
moving thigh as they dance together.
Around midnight the crowd thins out. The OJ tries
to get a "best legs" contest together but not enough
girls are willing at this hour.

(hem-free economics
Chern-free nights came on the scene during the
1980s - the same decade that nearly every state
bumped its legal drinking age up to 21.
Maine's drinking age hit 21 in 1985. "It had a real
significant effect on all bars," says Zootz owner Clark.
He estimates that raising the legal drinking age to 21
cut out 15 to 20 percent of the late-night, moneyspending population that supports bars and nightclubs. Chern-free nights bring those teens - and their
money - back into the bars.
At both chern-free clubs there are a core of weekly
regulars and a host of less frequent folk who shell out
$5 or $6 at the door. Some of the kids have jobs. Mostly

the cover charge is covered by allowance and by
parents. Michelle Campbell, a USM freshman, goes to
four chern-free nights a week in Portland and Sanford.
Her parents help support this four-night-a-week habit.
"They don't mind giving me money. They know I'm
safe and I'm keeping busy. And it doesn't interfere
with school," she says.
"Chern-free is one of the best nights for me financially," states Clark. Although the ratio of bar sales on
a bar night versus a chern-free night is 10:1, Clark says
he makes up for it at the door. Everyone pays $5 on
Friday nights at Zootz compared to paying $4 Saturday night, only after 10 p.m. Chern-free Sundays make
more money at the Bounty than the with-alcohol
Oldies night did when it was in that slot.
But chern-free nights don't work for every bar. TBirds, a year-old dance club whose 19505 motif seems
the perfect setting for bopping and sipping soda pop,
ran chern-free nights last January but ended up
canning them. Promotional manager Maureen
O'Donovan explains: "Kids who go to chern-free are
more interested in light shows and contemporary
music than nostalgia."
And financial success doesn't guarantee that a
chern-free night won't get pre-empted. Geno's had
been running chern-free Sunday afternoons throughout the past summer featuring local bands. Nancy
Chalmers, who does the booking at Geno's, says these
afternoons were very successful with people ages 15 to
50 showing up and paying the $4 cover charge. But
chern-free afternoons have been put on hold because
the people who go there to watch Sunday afternoon
football games want to drink.

(hem-free drinking
The kids who go, and the bigger kids who run the
show agree that not all the bodies coming through the
doors are chem-free.
When both clubs started having chern-free nights,
the chern-free part didn't mean much to the kids. "I
crawled through the front door (drunk) when it first
opened," says Jessica Swartz.
"It definitely is a factor," says Clark, admitting that
people drink beforehand. Reeves says that in the
Bounty's earlier days, one out of 10 people who
showed up at the door had been drinking.
Both places cracked down. Clark hired an extra
bouncer to check the parking lot for kids drinking. "I
don't want them drinking. I worry about kids drinking
and driving," says Clark. Reeves has two bouncers
prowling the parking lot to keep the kids straight. He
says that now only one in 50 kids who show up for
chern-free nights have liquor on their breath.

Some kids don't drink. At the Bounty. Eric Newton
says, 'The serious dancers don't drink; just the people
who stand around and a few out-of-towners."
Some kids go to avoid drinkers. "It's a good place to
dance without bar brawls," says Zootz-goer Jessica
Swartz. Samantha Keniston still goes to Zootz every
week even though she's now 21. "When you go where
alcohol is served there are some really gross people."
she says.
But there is a sense of a farm system in the works at
chern-free nights as kids learn to socialize in a bar so
that they can unblinkingly make the transition to a bar
with alcohol when they tum 21. And if chern-free
nights are kids on bikes waiting to drive, then "18plus" nights are kids riding around with a friend who
can drive.
Friday nights at the Bounty are called "l8-plus"

Eric Newton and Joe Cyr show off their moyes.
nights, which means 18- to 20-year-olds can come in
and dance but they can't go upstairs to the bar area.
Reeves says another focus group indicated that there
were enough couples straddling the legal drinking age
to warrant such a night.
There are a lot of big guys standing around watching out that the underage kids don't drink. but still it's
an initiation into the bar scene. Even with the underage population there, the 18-plus night loses the
spunk, the freshness of nights when no alcohol is
served. It's crowded and faceless.
The OJ promotes ladies night and 75-cent drink
night. The sign out by the road announcing it's 18-plus
night puts in a plug for Michelob Dry. It seems like its
making the same old alcohol-equals-fun connections
that the advertisers are so good at.
Reeves says the farm system is part of having chemfree nights. "You're training them for four or five years
down the road." He thinks that the chern-free dances

CBW photosfTonee Harbert

today will breed responsible drinkers for the future. "If
you're providing a chern-free environment, I think
you're sending a message. You're telling kids they can
still have a good time without alcohol."
Some kids agreed that they get that message. "I
think they learn to have fun without alcohol or to
drink in moderation," says Michelle Campbell. Other
kids don't see it that way. "I don't think a chern-free
night by itself is going to convince them they don't
have to drink," says Meredith Harrell. She thinks the
term chern-free just "gives the parents some feeling of
security ."

Alternate alternatives
The lines are clearly drawn between the kids who
go to chern-free nights at Zootz and the kids who go to
chern-free nights at the Bounty and the kids who don't
go to either. Bounty kids say Zootz is the place for
punks and art fags. Zootz kids say the Bounty is the
place for cheerleaders and football players.
Each club forms a big clique. The club clique cuts
across high school lines, but it's a clique nonetheless.
"Preppies," "bum outs" and "squares" don't make the

scene.
A girl dancing barefoot at the Bounty in a tie-dyed
shirt and cotton skirt looks out of place. She says she
usually goes to Zootz. It's her first time at the Bounty.
She came with a friend. She says she'll stick with
Zootz.
These lines are rarely crossed. At each place kids go
to be with their type, to hear their music and to do
their thing. It's not just that they need a place to go;
they need a place that is theirs.
"All our friends are here," says Angela Hernandez,
a Bounty regular. Her friend Miranda McCallum adds,
'This is where we can all come to hear this music and
dress up nicely. It's kinda sophisticated."
Bu~ at both clubs, the kids agree there's little else to
do.
"Sundays are boring. It's the only place to go," says
a girl primping in front of the mirror in the Bounty
bathroom.
"It's the only thing you can really do. It's this or get
someone to buy alcohol for you," says Erin Moore. "It
gives meaning to the weekend," her friend Gary
Walker chimes in. If Zootz closed? "We'd have nowhere to go," says Ed, who has just sat down on the
curbside outside the club. "I'd be hanging out downtown," says Erin. "There isn't much of an alternative,"
adds Gary.
Kelly Nelson danas IJy herself, except when she does t~ rumba.
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Open 7 days a week
Lunch and Dinner

JOE EGG

DRIVING MISS DAISY

by Peter Nichols

by Alfred Uhry

ACCIDENTAL DEATH
OF AN ANARCHIST

by Lynn Siefert

LITTLE EGYPT

by Dario Fo Translated by
Richard Nelson

SIZWE BANSI IS DEAD
& THE ISLAND
Two plays by Athol Fugard,
John Kani & Winston Ntshona

PORTLAND
**STAGE**
COMPANY

TWELFTH NIGHT

Call 774 - 0465

by William Shakespeare

25A Forest Ave. (off Congress)
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Quality gifts in pewter, silver,
J...ther &i brass.
Personalized while yoo wail

Classic
Impressions

fantastic perfumes

PORTLAND'S
GORIEST
SELECTION OF
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Barter's "Porcupine Islands I"

necklaces / earrings / pins / bolos
great stuff and lots more
also open sunday 12-4 pm

Boldness and energy.

Next to The Oyster Club
874-6980
Mon.-Thurs. 9'.30-6 Fri. 9:30-5:30 Sa t. 10-5

OWN YOUR
OWN HOME
FOR ONLY

$15

PER DAY**

• Five model<; to chao&: from
• Homes as low as $39,950
• FIJJallCing availalt
• FuU Contracting Service
• Over 1,00) lois availalt
or build on your Jarxj.
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FREE HOME PLANNING KIT'
The full story of Showcase. Over 20 pages
of homes, options, prices & buying tips.
• 6 models • financing
• full contracting • building lots

-(c;~t'

146 Ocean St., South Portland

Tel. 799-SAVE

Used & Out-oC-Print Books
We buy books, too.
Tue. to Fri. ll-5, Sat. 12-4
Other times by chance .. .

+ STUNTERS + DELTAS
+ DIAMONDS + PARAFOILS
+ANDMORE!

1£-------l

OfllJ !PDf! !KJqt£
t - - - - - \1fmPE
For All Ye Mighty
Wind Related lYeeds

Stop in for a few minutes, or
browse for hours. Enjoy!

3 Wharf St.• Old Port
871-0035
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Philip Barter

the

164 Middle St. • Old Port
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CONTINUOUS OPEN HOUSE
M-F II am-7 pm • 9 am-5pm • Sun. 12-5 pm
Naples: Rte. 302, E. of Rte. 35. Across
from Mardon Marina. (207) 693-6996
Turner: Turner Plaza, Rte. 4 (207) 225-3234

Showcase .is you: Custom Home Specialist. Unlimited capabilities _
from the Incredible value of Premier to 3000 sq. ft. luxury homes.

Visit us tC!day. 1-800-344-6552
~,. ~
,

,

HOME-PLANNING SEMINAR
Saturday, October 28 at
Maine Aquarium, Route I, Saco.
For more information call

1-800-344-6552.

SHOWCASE HOAfES,INC-m
SETTING THE PACE IN AFFORDABLE HOUSING

*Not Available in all cases. Certain conditions apply.

Ri AUOIt

**$49,950 at 10% - 30 years

Barter gets more into Portland with his rendiPhilip Barter, who approaches SO, continues
his prolific outpouring of oil paintings and tion of the State Theater, dominated by the
painted constructions. If this year should mark "STATE" on the marquis. If pending plans go
the middle of his life, he already has a tremen- through to either remove the marquis or renodous oeuvre and it could be monumental by the vate the theater, this painting should easily increase in value. This often-painted subject has a
end of the next 50 years.
His new works are on view at the Congress life all its own in Barter's rendition.
Barter used to paint mostly landscapes and
Square Gallery until October 30. Even now gallery director Jon Chamoff keeps a whole pile in some "story" paintings which showed a view of
his back office. Among theseisoneof my favorite a store, a garage or a lobster boat around the
paintings Barter has done - a Mandarin portrait, Sullivan area. Although he paints fewer stilllifes
one of several he painted after seeing a produc- and Mikado-like figures, sometimes he really
tion of "The Mikado" in Ellsworth last year. hits the jackpot in this direct and simple compoBarter only occasionally makes a figure the main sition. One of these in this show, "Pear Cactus,"
subject of a painting. This Mikado figure fills the offers just the cactus plant, filling the mediumcanvas facing directly out, just like the old Chi- sized canvas and the brilliant reddish orange
nese Mandarin portraits. The color is briUiant background. This painting is alive, uniquely
and the impact transports the viewer to an orien- colored and reflects Barter's skill and vision.
tal setting although the background is just color Another successful still life is "Bell Peppers"
with no scenic details.
whose brilliant red and yellow peppers come are
Two striking pieces in the show shineoutfrom almost squinning around on their rool blue and
the farwall ofthe gallery. They are painted wood white platter.
Among the paintings area few failures like the
reliefs of the Porcupine Islands, which sit in
Frenchman's Bay off Bar Harbor. The best view monochromatic colorless "Mooselookmeguntiof the islands is from Bar Harbor when they are cook." There are some "story" paintings like the
shrouded in mist. But Barter lives further up the "Welder" and "Joe's Barber Shop," which have
coast in North Sullivan and from Sullivan, one is some beautifully painted sections and some less
likely to see the dramatic silhouettes against a well-resolved areas.
I am tired of seeing Phil Barter excluded from
clear sky that he has pictured. In "Porcupine
Islands I" he has captured the luminous light of lists of Maine's really good contemporary paintthe sky in Frenchman's Bay. The fact that he ersand seeing him upstaged in the press by more
painted it green with lavender clouds attests to ordinary painters like Chris Huntington. Barter
his skill as a colorist. The narrow yellow rim moved back to Maine from California about 20
around the dark island reliefs brings them out in years ago when he realized he was painting like
the paintings just as they stand out in one's mind Marsden Hartley, admiring him, and missing
in real .life. In "Porcupine Islands m," Barter Maine. Barterstudieslotsofpaintersand with his
treats us to a purple sky and makes another unlimited energy incorporates the accomplishments of Hartley, Van Gogh, Gaughin .and Masuccessful relief painting.
Barter, like Wendy Kindred, Eric Hopkins tisseinto hiswork without simply imitating them.
and other painters, has trouble distinguishing his The range of his subject matter and the range of
best works from his prolific output. At the Con- his palette far exceed most painters working
gress Square opening he said he sold 110 paint- today. His vision of Maine and Maine life is clear
and exuberant. What I admire most of all is his
ings within a year's time.
This exhibit has some uninteresting paintings willingness to take risks with color (green sky),
and some that are new to Portland viewers. subject matter ("Foolish #5," a cat portrait), and
Barter has included several cityscapes, specifi- composition ('l'ear Cactus"). His boldness, his
cally of Portland. One street Scene of two figures enthusiasm and his dedication to creativity have
walking by what appears to be the Nickelodeon produced several hundred paintings recently. I
is nottoointeresting. On the other hand, longfel- can easily tolerate his failures and celebrate his
low never looked as good as he does in Barter's successes.
painting of the Longfellow Square statue. He
displays his skill as a painter in the multicolored
base of this marble statue. His painting of the Sherry Mil1u, Ilrlist lind writer, first she saw Phil
subject brings to life a rather ordinary landmark. 8IIrter'5 paintings Ilt tM Surry Inn.

INDUSTRIAL LANDSCAPES AND THE AMERICAN HERO
PEYTON HIGGISON. A TOUR OF INDUSTRIAL IDEAS THROUGH
A SERIES OF DRAWINGS. COLLAGES AND PRINTS .
EXHIBITION: OCTOBER 13 - NOVEMBER 3
JOIN US FORAN OPENING RECEPTION WITH THE ARTISTFRIDAY. OCTOBER 13.5 -7 PM

146 MIDDLE STREET. PORTLAND . ME 04101 _12071 772 · 2693

The Indians did not set out to
create artfor its own sake. In
traditional Indian thinking,
there is no separation between
art and life or between what is
beautiful and what is
functional. Art, beauty, and
spirituality are so firmly
intertwined in the routine of
living that no words are
needed, or allowed, to separate
them.

TODD GOUDREAULT

THE
PLAINS
GALLERY

28 Exchange 51. Portland Maine· (207) 774·7500
M·W l0-6/Th-8a 10·91 5u 12·5

The show continues
through November 15. For
more information, call 8790042.
• Photographs from the
first century of photography
are on exhibit at the Bowdoin
renowned documentary
College Museum of Art in
photographers goes on disBrunswick. "Oh Say Can You
. play today, adding to the
See: American Photography,
comprehensive photography 1839-1939" opens along with
show already on the walls of
"A Romance of Realism: The
the Portland Museum of Art. Art ofJ.B. Carpeaux" in a
Photographs by Robert Frank preview tonight from 8-10
and W. Eugene Smith are on
p.m. For more information,
the walls at the Evans Gallery, call 725-3275.
7 Pleasant St., Portland. Frank
came to the U.S. from Switzerland in 1947 and in 1955 he
received a Guggenheim grant
to photograph America. The
result of this project, "The
Americans" was published in
• The many installments of
1959 and some of these pieces
"Friday
the 13th" are availare included in the exhibit.
able
in
video
stores everyMuch of Smith's early work
was published in the original where. You might want to call
ahead to reserve your copy.
Life magazine. Pictures from
• Ooops ... Unlucky for us.
his "Spanish Village," "Nurse
comedy cabaret benefit
The
Midwife," and "Country
Doctor" essays will also be on
display.

for the Kidney Foundation is
at 8 p.m. at Keeley the Caterers, 178 Warren Ave., Portland - not at PPAC as was
printed in last week's Calendar.
• Bad luck for people with
blood in their veins: A marionette performance for the
whole family opens the
season at the Chocolate
Church in Bath. Bennington
Puppets preSent the tale of .
"Dracula" at 7 p.m. at The
Center for The Arts, 804 .
Washington St., Bath. Tickets
are $7 for adults, $3.50 for
children. For more information, call 442-8455.
• Bad luck for men of the
cloth who have gone awry:
Tennessee Williams' play
''The Night of The Iguana"
opens tonight and continues
through Oct. 22 at Russell
Square Theater on the USM
Gorham campus. Perfonnances are Thursdar-Saturday
at 8 p.m., Sunday at 5 p.m.
Tickets are $6 for the public,
$5 for seniors, and $3 for
students. For more information, call 780-5483.

subject of a lunchtime lecture
at the Portland Public Library.
Singer, harpsichordist and
scholar Miriam Barndt-Webb
speaks at 12 noon in the Rines
Meeting Room. For more
infonnation, call 871-1700.
• The Bc5ston-based avantgarde music trio Aequalis
performs contemporary
works for cello, percussion
and piano at 7:30 p.m., Kresge.
Auditorium, Visual Arts
Center, Bowdoin College,
ilrunswick. Tonight's perfonnance includes "No.9
Zyklis for Solo Percussion" by
Karlheinz StockhauSen,
"Synchronisms No.6 for
Piano and Electronic Tape" by
Mario Davidosky, "Bending
the Light" commissioned by
the trio from Marjorie Merryman, "Sonata for Cello and
Piano" by Miriam Gideon,
and "Spiral" by Chinary Ung
Tickets are $4 and $2 for
seniors.

The
performers
of "All
Singing, All
Dancing, All
Concerned,"
to benefit
The AIDS
Project, gear
up for a
performance
Oct. 14,8
p.m. at the
Portland
Performing
Arts Center•
For more
information,
call
774-6877.

boxes of crayons. The finished
artwork will be on display
through Oct 29. Two children's films, "Nonnan the
Doorman" and "Crac" will be
shown at 2 and 3:30 p.m.
Gallery games will take place
all afternoon. AIl activities are
free with museum admission.
For more information, call
775-6148
.
• ''Working Class Women's
Story of Life in the Neighborhood" will be presented in
two public forums. The first is
today and the second Nov. 18.
The project interviewed 30
• There's still time to
women over the age of 60
enjoy the outdoors before the
from Portland's West End,
who described how and why winter freeze. The Maine
Outdoor Adventure Club has
the neighborhood has
9rganized a walk on Sewall
changed. Feminist and huBeach, which leaves from
manist scholars will be present to place the experience of Back Cove Shop 'n Save at 9
these West Enders in a larger a.m. For more information,
call 761-8489.
perspective, discuss the
history of the era these
• There will be a fall
women lived, and the ethics foliage walk in the autumn
woods at Wolfe Neck Woods
of public policy and social
State Park in Freeport. The
service. The forum, sponwalk begins at 2 p.m. from the
sored by Portland West
benches beside the second
Neighborhood Planning
parking lot and the walk is
Council, is 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
free. For more information,
at Harbor Terrace, 284
call 865-4465 or 289-3821.
Danforth St., Portland.
For more infonnation,
• An alternative celebracall 775-0105.
tion of Columbus Day, "Shar• Art in process. The
ing a Land of Many Colors,"
is being presented by the
Portland Museum of
Center for Vision and Policy
Art is' having a family
day from 1-5 p.m. Still today from 2-8 p.m. at the
lifes will be set up all over the Father Hayes Center, p73
museum for children to draw Stevens Ave., Portland. The
multi-cultural event honors
and the museum will
the indigenous people of the
provide reams of paper and
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Thursday Sept. 19th - From New York - Avant Guarde Performance Artists
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A story about Portland
and its homeless

Written by Martin Jones
Directed by Michael Rifkin

Sept. 28 - Oct. 22
Thurs., Fri .• Sat. 8:00 pm
Sun. 7:00 pm
For reservations call
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955 ForestAvenue, Portland

Saturday, October 14, 8 p.m.
Portland City Hall Auditorium - Tickets S15

First Parish Church
Tickets $13 Call: n4-0465
Available also at Amadeus
Music &Gallery Music

Join the jazz dance company (asco Bay Movers;
singer/songwriter Brnda Moore; R& Brecording artist Mary
Hansn; dance group The Happy Hoofers; special guests
from South America Grupo Forlaleza and many others for this
special evenl.

8/6 ~OYNO) f~OM ALL OVtf.
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Portland Performing Arts would ~ke 10 thank ~I 01 tts
supporters for thi; year s t999 BIG SOUrtlS SERIES

--

All Singing, All Dancing,
All Concerned '89

Tito Puente & His
Latin Jazz All Stars
Friday, October 27th, 8:00 p.m.

1989 MUSIC SERIES PRESENTED BY
PORTlAND PERFORMING ARTS
wilh support from Maine Ya,*ee,
Nal'l fndowmenllor the Ms. New Er\jlw foundalion
lor the Arts, Maillhe Composed, 100., Sonesla ~I~

A day
for women,
working and
otherwise...
See Oct. 21.

An Evening of performance to benefit The AIDS Project.

The King of Salsa

SQUATS

[<L porcln(us)~L pmcs. olmrcus HOG. PIG+

-inus - ine']

J

Presents a world premiere

r UNCLE BILLYS ·'

EGG_ ~~Jb~

WED.-FRI.7.9
SAT.·SUN. MAT 1
SAT.-SUN EVE. 7

;.

...

SAT.-SUN. MAT 3
SUN. EVE 7
MON.- TUES. 7. 8:30

You don't have to go to Boston. New York. or London to Stay Hip to the
underground Dance Music Scene. D.J. Deb Spins THE latest in hip
house, industrial, deep house, techno & New Beat. Check it out!! .

'::t'.* PORCINE
*

voucher, but participants
must attend both sessions to
receive the voucher. For more
infonnation, call 799-7303 ext.
244.

• The Presumpscot River
Watch program is gearing up
to start monitoring the water
quality of the Presumpscot
River next spring. They have
formed a non-profit organiza• Portland Harbor is one of tion and are signing up
only a handful of ports along volunteers to help monitor the
• "Cuba: The Permanent
the Gulf of Maine that reRevolution" is the title of a
river. The group meets toceives crude oil. Oil spills
lecture given by M@nuel
night 7 p.m. in the Bernstein
have happened here and
Davis, first secretary of the
Room of the Barron Center,
could happen again. ConCuban Interests Section in
Brighton Ave., Portland. For
Washington, D.C. The lecture cerned? Attend the first
more infonnation on how to
general meeting of the Friends get involved, contact the
is part of the World Affairs
Council series ''The Changing of Casco Bay's Oil Action
chairperson of the organizaFace of Communism." Davis Group at 7: 15 p.m. at the
tion Linda Reed at 892-4447 or
Casco Bay Lines ferry termispeaks at 7:30 p.m. in the
the vice-chair Randy
nal on Commercial Street. The Grumpelt at 892-2047.
USM Portland Campus
Center rooms A-C Admission free meeting is open to anyone interested. Call 774-4627
is $5 for the public, $3 for
for more information.
WAC members and $1 for
students. For more informa• P[anist Richard Roberts
tion, call 780-4551. Tomorrow performs Soler's Sonata in F
night, Davis speaks at Bowsharp minor, Ravel's Sonatine,
Beethoven's Sonata in D
doin College at 7:30 p.rn. in
• Leland Faulkner's Light
Daggett Lounge, Wentworth
minor and Mussorgsky's
Theatre presents a Halloween
Hall.
''Pictures at an Exhibition" at show, which includes mime,
7:45 p.m. in Ludcke Audito• SMVTI and the Maine
magic, dance, shadow play,
rium, Westbrook College,
Office of Energy Resources
scary stories and dark humor.
offer a free home weatheriza- Stevens Ave., Portland. The
Featured pieces include "The
concert is free and open to the King of the Cats," an Irish folk
tion workshop, which will
public.
demonstrate how to make
tale about power, murder and
homes more energy efficient.
magic; ''The Corpse Rider," a
The workshop is offered in
Japanese ghost story; "Death,"
two sessions, tonight and
about seven characters and
Wednesday 6:30-9:30 p.m., at
their final exit; and a comic
SMVTI in South Portland.
piece ''The Mortician." PerEach participating household
• "Does Maine Really
fonnances are tonight and
will receive a $75 materials
Have a Music History?" is the tomorrow at 8 p.rn. at the

MAD HORSE
THEATRE
COMPANY

LEARN

WED.-SAT. 7.9
SAT.-SUN. MAT t
SUN. EVE 8:30

area and ac~owledges all
others who have settled here.
There will be music, drumming, dance, poetry, ethnk
food and more. For more
infonnation, call 761-4638.

tion for Women's annual
conference being held today 9
a.m.-5 p.m. at the Atrium, on
Rt. 24, Brunswick. The conference includes workshops on
strategies for the pro-choice
movement, racism and affirmative action, economic
issues and budget cutbacks
with special attention to child
care and older women's
issues, lesbian rights, women
and labor organizing, feminism and foreign policy,
feminist theory in action, and
women's response to violence.
The cost of the conference is
$10, with a sliding scale based
on ability to pay. For more
information or to pre-register,
call 865-4489.
• A day of workshops on
women's health will address
both traditional and nontraditional approaches to
healing and well-being, new
infonnation and resources for
common health concerns for
women, tips for staying fit,
mutual support, and more in
a collaborative effort between
Community Programs at
USM, Mercy Hospital and
USM's Lifeline. The workshops are 8:30 a.m-.3:30 p.m.
at the USM Portland Campus
• "Turning Tides: Feminist Center. The fee for the day is
Alliance for Social Change" is $50. For more infonnation,
the Maine National Organiza- call 874-6500.

Portland Performing Arts
Center, 25A Forest Ave.,
Portland. Tickets are $13,
available at the PPAC box
office, 774-0465.
• The Los Angeles Piano
Quartet has been instrumental
in the commission and perfonnance of new works for
piano quartet. Tonight, the
chctmber ensemble performs a
newly commissioned work
''The King of the Sun," tableaux for violin, viola, cello
and piano in five movements
by Stephen Hartke, at 8 p.m.
in Corthell Concert Hall, USM
Gorham. Other pieces that
will be perfonned include
Mozart's Piano Quartet in G
minor, K. 478 and Brahm's
Piano Quartet in A Major, Op.
26. Tickets are $10 for the
public, $7 for USM staff,
faculty and senior citizens,
and $5 for students: For more
infonnation, call the Portland
Concert Association at 7728630 or USM Music Department at 780-5256.

TakeQrt.

77H380
Open 8 Dap 10 a.rn.-10 p.rn.
147 Cumberland Ave. Portland

Call The AIDS Project at 774-6877 for more information. Tickets
available at Amadeus Music, Plains Gallery, Magic Garden, Portland
Wine & Cheese and Blackstones in Portland. Mac Beans Music and
Sam the Florist in Brunswick; and all Booklands.
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Comocly Stop at the Top (comedy
contest) Adrian Walker and local comedy contest with cash prizes for best
audience comedians. No cover 8 pm
Top of the East Lounge, Sonesta He-:
tel, 157 High St., Portland. 775-5411.
U ....n Art. P.rformance St• •
(musicians, poets, artists) Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth 51., Portland. 774-1441 .

874-0000
18 Monument Square and
Corner of Fore &Exchange

Illf

u.t1ngs mu.t be received In writing by t2 noon the Frldey prior to publlcetlon.
Ann Sltomer, 'Cuco Bay W . .kly, 187 Clark St..... Portland 04102

SILVER
SCREEN
A

Mexican ~estaurant
Watering

High Hop. . Margaret Thatcher's England is satirized in this story of a dsillusioned Marxist, his Philistine sister and
1I1eir aging m01l1er who i.-slipping into
senility. The mother is locked out of her
house, which is the last holdout from
days gone by in her gentrifiad neighborhoOd, anois forced to ask her neighbors for help - a gang of viciously
caricatured aristocrats.
In C-try Bruce Willis stars in 1I1is
movin~ drama about the 6ngering psychological scars of the Vietnam War. A
young gin (Emily Lloyd) wants to understand the war that took her father's life
and she turns to an uncle (Willis), who
has had his own troubles adjusting to
post-war Ule.
An I _ _t .. an Tom Selleck plays
a man convicted of a crime he didn't
commit. He does his time, gets paroled
for good behavior and sets out to find
the guilty man.
.

Sea of Love is a puddle of a thriller, but
is filled with great characters nonetheless. Pacino plays a drunken cop investigating 1I1e murder of men who
have aK placed personal ads in 1I1e
paper. He falls for the prime suspect,
played by Ellen Barkin. Pacino's performance is great; his character has
the dep1l1 it takes to sustain the plot.
Barkin's performance, on the other
hand, is vacant rather 1han mysterious.
Once you know whodunit, the movie
becomes a fascinating study of what
makes a relationship between two

Hole

fabulous
Food •from
Marqaritas
from south of the border
out M this world

people click.

What's Where

~

General Cinemas
Maine Mall

Maine MaN Road. S Portland
n4·1022
Tha F..... lou. . .k .. 1Iop fRI
1:15,4,7:15.9:40 (open6Od 13)
An Innoc ...t "an ,W.
1:45,4:15.7.9:30
In c-ntFytRI
1:15. '. 7:15, 9:45 ~hrough 0C112)
Rain IRI
1:30,4:15.7:20,10
. . . ot Lov. CRt
1:45.4:15.7,9:30

. .x, . . . . . . Yldeotape CRt

242 St.John St., Union Su. portland 874-6444
~'Iio Juan's COHco~o,iUt. ~ Margarita's

from NYC

ORONO. "E.

VACANT LOT

with BOOM SHANKA
and with the long awaited return of

BI.ck Rain Michael Douglas plays a
New York City cop, who makes a flashy
lunch-hour bust of a Japanese mobster and then he and his partner are
assigned to return the prisoner to Japan. When the plane lands, the prisoner escapes. What follows is a manhunt under the neon lights of Osaka's
"Times Square: through desolate but
bright unclerqround shopping malls and
among warnng factions of Japanese
mobsters. Even with aU its lights,Osaka
seems more frightening than the darkest alleys of New YorK. Sato, the escaped Japanese villain who has not
only the New York and Japanese cops
aller him, but his rival Japanese crooks
as well ia a knile-happy Japanese
sadist, who is the most menacing and
ru1l11essaooktogracethesilversaeen
in quite a while.
B ...klng In Burt Reynolds and Casey
Siemasko play inept bank robbers in
this comedy ~irected by Bill Forsyth
('Gregory's Gin: 'Housekeeping' and
'Local Hero').

1,3:10.5:20,7.:30,9:45
.......thood tPG·131
12:45.3:45,7,9:50
lAthal W_IIIRI
1:45, 4, 7:05, 9:30

THE URBAN CREEPS Klilih',Hlug"

TANKI FLIP
NON BELIEVERS
and

l<.

Nickelodeon

and
silver saeen with
movie
a
New Orleans aook with a facial deformity, who gets plastic surgery to
improve his looks but not his disposition. The movie also stars Ellen Barkin,
Lance Henrikson, Morgan Freeman
and Elizabe1l1 McGovern.
La BohomO LuiQi Comancini's saeen
version of PUCCIni's opera of a love
story between a seamstrass and a
poet.
Lathal W.apon II Danny Glover and
Mel Gibson playtwocops IightingSou1l1
African drug smugglers. Lots Of product placement and politically correct
asides make up the bulk of this one.
The movie starts in the begiming of a
car chase; plot is something which
never seems to cross the prOdJcer's
mind.
Look Who'. Talking John Travolta
makes a comeback in this movie with a
1I1ree-mon1l1-o1d baby who talks like
Bruce Willis. Also starring Kirstie Alley,
Olympia Dukakis and George Segal.

SURPRISE GUESTS

\.,;OO

TerrpIo "'M~tl' Portland
H.'-HnVfRI
4:10.7,9:25 (opens0C113)
_kln,lntRI
4:20,7:15, 9:40 (opensOd 13)
ken. . FNft'I Tha C.... Struegle
In
Hilla IRI
4:35.7:10,9:35 (opeMOd 13)

"veri,

L_ Who'. T...... lPG-tal
4:10,7.9:25 (opens 0<113)
Field of _ _ IPG-131
4:10.7:15. 9:40 ~hroUgh 0C1 f2)
Jenny MMdaome un
4:30, 7:20, 9:25 ~hroogh 0<112)
_ d _ . _I.ly IPGI
4:15,6:45, 9:15 ~houlIh 0C112)
4:15.6:45.9:30 (fromOd 131

When HaIOY ..., sallll tpelotal
• :30,7:30.9:45

The Movies
m·fI6OO

10 Exchange. Portland

HI""H_.
Od 11-15
Wed·Frl at 7, 9
Sat 01 1. 7.9
Sun at 1, 8:30
I " and Wild .....nd
Od 14·17
Sat-Sun mat at :1
Sun at 7
"on·Tue 017, 8:30
l A _....•
Od 18-22
Wed·Frl at 7. 9
Sat-Sun at 1. 7

Cinema City
w..1brook Plaza

854-9116
All 11.... lhrough Thurlday; call ohead
lor Friday'. changes
The Radloale
7. 9 ~hrough Oct 12)

SINGAPORE SLING

Thursday October 19

uncle_IPGI

7.9, we_nd mat " 3
__
H.ITY ..., sallrlill
7:15.9:15, weekend mat&at 1:15,3:15

"Im.n t"-"'I

Dead Po.t. Socia", Peter Weir's
movie i & about a group of schoolboys in
a sbict New England prep school who
are inspired by an English teacher
(Robin WilliamS! to look beyond 1I1e
ordinary and to ive their own d'eams
rather 1I1an conform to 1I1e expectations of 1I1eir parents and schoolmas- ParenthOOtl Ron Howard's tale of child
ters. WiUiams' acting does little to inrearing in middkK:Iass America. Steve
spire, but his character gives the rest of
Martin plays the man with a high presthe story 1I1e impetus it needs to cany
sure job, who wants to be superdad.
on without him. Using the haunting and
While Jason Robards and a cast of
mystical images 1I1at have become his
1I1ousands meander· 1I1rough some
trademark, Weir makes the boys' initiatasteless humor about family life, peption into lile, love and poetry extracrdipered wi1l1 a lew serious and poignant
nary.
moments.
.
is a more uplifting look at what The
Radlu" is a dramatic telling of
mlQht happen when one answers a
the Anabaptist movement in the t 5OOs,
personal ad than the outcome in the
also known as the 'Radical Raformacurrent hit "Sea of Love: This Dutch
tion: The movie recounts 1I1e story of
movie is about a baker who answers an
Michael and Margaretha Sattler, who
ad in the personals and finds himself a
wanted to belong to a church not govw~e. Also on 1I1e bill is a very short, 15erned or protected by the state. Alminute movie, ·Wild Sound: about a
though Anabaptists (a group 1hat beloud cabbie who finds himself a loud
lieved baptism should be a matter of
woman.
choice) from Germany and SWitzerThe F.buIous Bak.r Boy. Jeff and
land agreed to a unitad 'movement
Beau Bridges play two bro1l1ers with a
based upon the Sattlers' ideas, the
nightclub act, whose lives are turned
Sattlers themselves were tried and
upside down with the arrival of a singer
executed as heretics.
played by Michelle Pfeiffer.
Sc.nes From the Cia. . Struggl.
Hallow"" Y: The R.veng. of
In B.".1ty HilI. is a movie whose
"Ichllol ...y .... This slasher sebad reviews reached Portland long
quel opens in plenty of lime for the
before it did. Ray Sharlsey and Robert
ghoutishholiday. Horrorveteran Donald
Beltran make a bel as to which one will
Pleasence makes an ·appearance.
be the first to seduce their female boss.

E.,

Oct.1I
Oct. 13-14
Oct. 14
Oct. 18
Oct. 21
Oct. 25
Oct. 26
Oct. 28
Oct. 29

Raoul's Dance Party
Dry Dock
Afl, Bethel Inn, Private Party
Raoul's Dance Party
Bahd Inn
Raoul's Dance Party
The Dub, Patsnooth, NH
Eve. Pany Muritt
lWloween Pany, Private

Oct. 31

Eastern S1~ Inn
Halloween Pany No. CooW2y

Nov. 2
Nov. 3-4
Nov. 9
Nov.lO-U
Nov,16
Nov,1H8

Raoul's Dance PaIty
).R flanagan's, Saco
Raoul's lAnce party
El Mnda Rest, P<JIIand
Raoul's Dance Pany
ElgIe Moontain Hruse
JaOOon, New Hampshire

Every Wednesday Night is Ladies Night at Raoul's with the Red Light Revue Ladies Admitted Free!
Now booking weddings and corporate parties fOf' fall &: winter.
Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private FUnctions and Nightclubs.

CALL 883-2802

It Again now carrie ...

Actlv. Culture (reggae) Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441.
"arathon (rock) Old Port Tavem 11
Moulton, Portland. 774'{)444.
'
Comocly Night Every Tuesday at Little'
Willies, 36 Market 51., Portland. 773-

IcK C~qr(t{e..~~~iSrts

4500.

WEDNESDAY+
S t _ l l _ r (country) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441.
Rod Ught R.vue (r&b) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
R.bocc. Kendall (songs from the
'3(F5Os) Little Willies, 36 Market Sl
Portland. 773-4500.
'
"arathon (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.

UPCOMING+
Prlmlt_h (avant garde) Oct 19,9 pm
alZootz,31 ForestAve .. Portland. 7738187.
...... Colin Young (acoustic) Oct
2t, Raoul's, 865 ForestAve., Portland.
773~886.

DANCING+

~~'

"get these critically acclaimed tapes
and others such as Raffi & Laura
Simms for your child as well as an
exceptionally large selection of family
and Disney videos."
"Bambi" and "The Land before Time"
on sale now!

**

Video Rentals
Compact Discs
Audio Tapes
Nintendo
Open 7 days a week • 10-10

207 -846-4711
YARMOUTH MARKETPLACE
24 U~S, Route 1, Yarmouth, ME 04096

FRIDAY/OCTOBER 13

9pm -$5

HERETIX
SATURDAY/OCTOBER 14

JONATHAN R

Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu: house

."'ck

OPEN 1 DAYS 4 PM - Happy Hour Mon. to Fri.

_x, II. . .nd vldeotap. The first
feature film of' writer-director Steven
Soderbergh has a simplicity that results from its small cast and narrow
focus. The four characters - Ann, her
husband John, her sister Cynthia. and
John's old college friend Graham have one 1I1ing on their mind: sex. The
greatness behind the movie rests not
only in the film itself, but more SO in
what happens to those who view it after
they leave the theater. It encourages
honest dialogue genUy - without big
issues, gaudy special effects or a cast
of 1I1ousands.
Wh.n Harry ...t Sally Meg Ryan
and. Billy Crystal play on-and-off acqua!~tances, who challenge 1I1e supposlbon that men and women cannot
be friends: This isn't a movie that gets
one 1I11nklng about the meaning of
modem relationships, but it is 1horo~hly enjoyable. The short segments
of Interviews wi1l1 married couples add
spice to the love story between Crystal
and Ryan.
Wint.r A~ Helke Misslewitz's documentary is a series of interviews conducted by 1I1e filmmaker with women in
East Germany that capture everyday
eXistence m the GDR. Ms. Misselwitz
will be present at the showing to introduce her first full-length film, which has
attracted attention outside 1I1e GOA.

•

•
•
•
••

ATTENTION PARENTS OF YOUNG
ONES!!!
~

TUESDAY+
Compiled by Ann Sitomer

7.9, weekend malSa! 1, 3
Field of Dra..... tPGI
7.9 weekend mats at 1, ~

Portland Museum of Art
Congr966 Square
W.ekend
Oct 19. 7pm

Evening Star

SchedUle &ubject to chanoe

Tontine Mal. Brunswick
729-5_

"n _ant ...n elll
7, 9:15

Bowdoin College
Brunswick
Italian Film Serl••

K._am.,.

(19491 G. O. Sanll,
Oct 12, 7pm
. .11 _ _
Smith AlJd;lorlum,
Slls Hall
(1951) L. Vlsconll
Oct 19, 7 pm
Smith Audtorlum, 51110 Hall

C.nderancl
Cerman Cinema
WInt.......

(1988) Helke MioHIwItz
Od 18, 7pm
SmIth Audtorium. Slis Hall

Film and

Video Club

1 _ 1... llft.
Oct 13, 7;30oiId 10pm
SmIth AudiIortIm, SIlls Hall

G_ ......IneVlOct 1., 7:30 Iiitd 10 pm
SrriIh Audtorlum, Slis Hall

CLUBS
THUHSDAY+
The Nightllf•• (r&b) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Boom Shanka and Hous. of Large
Siz•• (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth
51., Portland. 774-1441 .
Port City AII.tars (r&b) T-Birds, 126
N. Boyd, Portland. 173-8040.
He.rlng ImpalrodandDT50lzure.
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown 51., Portland.
761-2506.
The 5on_ (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market 51. , Portland. 774-5246.
The W.h lga (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 PICkett, 'PorUand. 767-4627.

FHIDAY+
H.retix and Ghandi'. Lunchbox
(rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth 51.,
Portland. 774-1441.
Tho Wagoners (country) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Vacant Lot, Boom ShanD and
The U ....n C ...... (rock) Geno's,
13 Brown St., Portland. 761-2506.
The Nlghtllf•• (r&b) Old Port Tavem,
11 Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Rod LIght. R.vue (r&b) Dry Dock, 84
Commeraal 51., Portland. 774-3550.
The $on •• (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St., Portland. 774-5246.
W.v.break.rs (rock) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Pickett, Portland. 767-4627.
Mlcha.f Currin & The Tremors
(r&blrock) Flannigan's Lounge, 144
Mam St. , Route 1, Saco.

SATUHDAY+
Troat H.r Right (rocklblues) Raoul's
865 Forest Ave., Portland. 7'73~BB6:
.Jonathan Richman and Ed'. Redeeming Qualltl•• (acoustic rock)
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St. , Portland.
774-1441 .
Rod LIght R.vue (r&b) Dry Dock, 84
Commercial St. , Portland. 774-3550.
The Nightllf•• (r&b) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton, Portland. 774'{)444.
Tankf Flip and True Non B.Ii.v.rs
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St., Portland.
761-2506.
The S.n_ (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St., Portland. 774-5246.
W.v.bre.k.rs (rock) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Pickett, Portland. 767-4627.
.. Icha.f Currin & Tho Tremors
(r&blrock) Flannigan's Lounge, 144
Main St., Route 1, Saco.

SUNDAY+
BI_ .J.m (blues) 12~ pm Tree Cale,
d5 Danforth, Portland. 774- 1441.
Tho F_II. . (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth 51., Portland. 774-144 1.
Da'" Tribesmen (reggae) Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Uptown "azz with the Halcyon
Night. (jazz trio) 8pm, The Top of the
East Lounge, Sonesta Hotel, f57 High
St., Portland. 775-5411.
Eml. Osbom (pop) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.

1:1

music and new music; Fri: Post Modem - all ages; Sat: latest dance music;
Sun: request night; Tue: Hip House- all
ages. 773-8187.
.
The Exchang. Club, 33 Exchange,
Portland. Open Wed-Sun, until 3:30
am on Fri-Sat. 773-0300 .

I

1Icketl

C
H
M
A

Now On
Sail
$7,50 adv.

$8,00
day 01

CON

1()
Warm

CERTS
THUHSDAY+
8630.

••••
••••
THE RED LIGHT REVUE

FrL & Sat.
Oct. 20-21

16

AUDITION NIGHT
Urban Arts Performance

Stage

New Bands. Poets

TUESDAYS ARE
REGGAE NIGHTS

HAPPY HOUR
4-6 MON.-FRI
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
Portland, ME • 774-3550

Stockholm Art. TrIo leiassical) Trios
for piano, violin and ce 10 by Schubert
and Ravel, 8:15 pm in 1I1e Olin Arts
Center Concert Hall, Bates College
Lewiston . Tickets are 481$5. For reser:
vations, call 786-6135.
Bowdoin Colf.g. Community
Chorus (classical) 7:30 pm in the
Chapel, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Free and open to the pvblic. For more
information, call 725-3321 .

MON/OCTOBER

TUES / OCTOBER 17

84 Commercial Street

FRIDAY+

N

Q
Luncheon Specials Every Day!
with our homemade
and chowders

Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 13-14

The Engll.h Conc.rt with Trevor
Pinnock (classical) Bach's Orchestral
SUite No. 3 In 0 MBjor; Concerto in 0
Minor for two violins, strings and conbnuo and the Harpsichord Concerto in
A Major; and Handel's Music for Royal
Fireworks. Showtime is 7:30 pm at
Portland City Hall Auditorium. Tickets
are $9-$25, and are available for the
Portland Concert Association at 772-

--

ACTIVE
CULTURE
WED/OCTOBER 18
COUNTRY STARS

STREAMLINER
THURS/OCTOBER 19

COLLEGE N1TE - 18 PLUS

THE WHIGS
with MALLETHEAD

SATURDAY+
B ••soonl.t Otto Eif.rt and Ardith
Freem.n join pianist David Maxwell
(classical) Works for both trio and
bassoon solo at 8 pm in the Oiln Arts
Center Concert Hall, Bates College
Lewiston. Free and open to the public:
Gordon Bok, Ann Mayo Muir and
Ed Trlnckett (folk) 8 pm, Biddeford
City Theatre. Tickets are $61$4. For
more information, call 985-4343.
Doug Day (folk/storytelling) 8 pm, Curtis
Little Theater, Chocolate Church, Bath.
Tickets are $6 in advance, $8 at the
door and are available at MacBean's
Music, The Chocolate Church or by
calling 729-3185.
Dovonaquare (acoustic) 8 :30 pm ,
Ludke Auditorium, Westbrook College
Stevens Ave., Portland. Tickets are
For more information, call 797-7261.

$5:

MORE+

SAT/OCTOBER 21
DANCE HALL REGGAE WITH

ROCKIN I VIBRATION
WED/OCT 25
From

Louisiana

MAMOU
"The band
that rocks
Cajun music·

-

I4

Olsco Bay Wukly

Oc/o"-, 12, 1989

MURE
CONCERTS

Introducing
Hewlett-Packard's
NEW

LaserJet lIP
Printer...
,..;:

Production-quallty output
at a very affordable price.
• 300 dpl quality. 512Kb memory, expandable to 4Mb
• 4 ppm speed· Software and font compatible.

only $995! Cash Price $1,495 List
during our
rh~ HEWLETT P ,
a:~ PACKARD
nnter Sale!
LaserJet II-HP's best seller $1,745 sale $2,695 Ust
LaserJet 110 - double-sided printing $2,995 Sale $4,295 List
DeskWriter - 300 dpi for lhe Mac $945 Sale $1,195 List
DeskJet Plus - 300 dpl inkjet, fast output $765 Sale $995 Ust
DeskJet - 300 dpi Inkjet, economical $595 Sale $795 List
PaintJet - full color, PC or Mac $1,045 Sale $1,395 Ust
Sale Expires November 17,1989

.

Call today!

(BOO) 322-5003 ME· (BOO) 343'()779 HE • (207) 846-5143

UN THE
WALL

SUNDAY+
O~n ~ne.rt (classical) Dutch organist lIuwe Tamminga will perform
on Bates College's handcrafted 36stop tracker action organ at3 pm in the
College Chapel, Bates College lewiston. Adm ission is $31$1.50. '

TUESDAY+
~nd.y Cone.rt jclassical} ViolinIstMary Hunter and Pianist James Parakilas perform Beethoven's Sonata in
G MalOr, Cp. 96 at 12:30 pm in the Olin
Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates College, LeWiston. Free and open to the
public.
PI.nl.1 R!CMrd Robert. (classical)
Program Includes Sole~s Sonata in F
sharp minor, Ravel ' s Sonatine
BeethoWln's Sonata in 0 minor and
Mussorgsky's ·Pictures at an Exhibition: Performance is at 7:45 pm in
Ludeke Auditorium ... Westbrook College, Stevens AWl, l'ortIand. Free and
open to the public.
Chonll Art. Socle." Audtions at the
Trinity Episcopal Church, Forest Ave ..
S. Portland. Forinformation ortoschedule and audition time, call Claire Drew
at 642-3523 or Use Wagner at 7735472.

WEDNESDAY+
28 U.S. Route One, Yarmouth, ME 04096
The lype in this ad was produced on an HP LaserJet printer

A FunRJ' Thing HIIpp.necI on lhe
W.Y 10 lhe Forum Steven Sondheim's musical through Oct 23 at the
Ogunquit Square Theater in Ogunquit
ShoWllme IS 8 pm. For more informabon, call 646-5151 .
Comedy CIIINI...t with the improvisabonal comedy team Abrams and Anderson, visual comedian Randy Judkins
and Maine slol)'teller John McDonald
Oct 13, 8 pm at Keeley the Caterers
178 Warren Ave., Portland. All pro~
ceeds from the show will benefit the
Kidney FOUndation of Maine. TICkets
are $10, available at Recordiand, the
Record Exchange and Greater Portland Bookland stores. For more information, call 772-7270.
The Night of lhe IgUlONI by Tennessee Williams presented by USM's
Russell Square Theatre Oct 13-22 at
Russell Hall on the Gorham campus. Bowdoin Colleg. Mus.um of Arl
Bru~swick. Open house and eXhibition
Performances are Thu-Sat at 8 pm,
prev~w for the exhibits'A Romance of
Sun at 5 pm. Tickets are $6 for the
Real,sm: The Art of J .B. Carpeaux'
public, $5 for seniors, and $3 for stuand '0 Say Can You See: American
dents. For more information call 780Photography, 1839-1939' Oct 12, 8-10
5483.
'
pm In the WalkerArt Building, Bowdoin
PI.y R •• dlng Group sponsored by
College, BrunSWIck. For more informaRiver Tree Arts Oct 12, 7:30 pm at KenUon, call 725-3275.
nebunkport Community House. ReadIngs will be 'A Marriage Proposal" by G ....nhut C.llerl•• , 146 Middle St
Portland. Original drawings collages
Checkov and 'The American Dream'
and pnnts by Brunswick artist Peyton
by Albee. For more information call
Htgl!ISOIl Oct 13-Nov 3. Opening re985-4343.
'
cepUon Oct 13, 5-7 pm. Hours : MooD.rk T.I•• Halloween theatrical presSat 10:30 am-5:3O pm. n2-2693.
entabon. by Leland Faulkne~s Ught
h . " . r SI....I C.II."., 131 Sawyer
Theatre Includes mime magic dance
St., S. Portland. Open studio with galfire, juggling, shadow play, s~ ef:
lery artists .Nancy Nevergole, Lynn
feels, drama, scary stories, ghosts and
DUl)'ea, Manan Bilker, Sharon T owndark humor. PerlormancesareOct 13shend, Nancy Carroll, Abby Huntoon
14, 8 pm althe Celebration Bam TheaLoui.se Rocha. Greg Sader. Josh Out:
ter, Stocklarm Road, S. Paris. Tickets
~rbridge Oct 15, 2-5 pm. For more
are.$5, l!vailable a. the door. For more
Information, caH 767-7113.
Informabon, call 743-8452. Portiand
Shows: Oct 20-21,8 pm at the Portland N.ney M.rgolls 0.11.". 367 Fore
St., Portland. Textiles to ' Wear by
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest
~ynthia Boyer Oct IS-Nov 19. Open_
Ave., Portfand. TICkets are $13 and are
~12~ption Oct 19, 5:30-8 pm. 775available at the PPAC box office n40465.
'
The Mound BUilders Masque and Portl.ncJ School of Art, Baxter GaileI)', 619 Congress St., Portland. 'ArtGown prodUction Oc. 13-14, 8:30 pm
ISts Books/Book Arts· Oct 21 -Nov 17.
at Pickard Theater, Bowdoin Colleoo
Opening recej)tion Oct 20, 5-7 pm .
Bruns~ick. Admission is $2.50. For
Hours: Mon-Fn 10 am-5 pm (Thu until
more ,"formation, call 725-3151.
7), Sun 11 am-4 pm. n5-3052.
The R •• I Inspeclor Hound WI)'
look at the British murder mystel)' OCt Alr.n Scott Books, 89 Exchange St.
Portland. Recentpaintings by local artisi
20-29 at the Center for the Arts 804
Sherry Edmonds Oct 2f-Nov 4. OpenWashington, Bath. Performances are
Ing reception Oct 21 , 7 pm. n4-2190.
Fri-Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 3 pm. TlCke.s
are $101$8. For more information call
442-8455.
'

A~.I" (!lew music) Cello, percussIOn and plarlO trio perform music by
Stockhausen, Davidosky, Gideon and
U!1g at 7 :30 pm, Kresge Auditorium ,
ViSUal Arts Center, Bowdoin CoIle!j9
Brunswick. Tickets are $4. For more In~
formation, cail 725-3321 .

OPENING+

AROUND TOWN+

UPCOMING+

DULL

i
•)
j

•

Concert Hall, USM Gorham. Pieces
performed include 'The King of the
Sun,' tableaux for violin, viola celio
and piano in fiWl movements by
Stephen Hartke; Mozart's Piano Quarlet In 9 minor, K. 478 and Brahm's
Piano Ouartet in A Major, Cp. 26. Tickets are $10 for the public, $7 for USM
n2-4880.
'
.
staff, faculty and senior citizens, and
$5 for students. For more information ,
Art C.II.", .1 Six Deertng .1....1,
Portland. ~ work by American imcall the Portiand Concert Association
pressionist Gerald Merfeld through Oct
at n2-8630 or USM Music Department at 780-5256.
28. Hours: Tue-Sat 11 am-5 pm (first
L.8gIM of Portland Annual
two weeks of the month); thereaitar by
The Mcl.!lln F8IIII1J' . .nd (pops) "unlo~
FashIOn Show features fall and winter
chance or appointment
Appalachian bluegrass musicians join
collections from prominent New York Art In lhe hrk Te~ pUblic
the Portland Symphony OrcheslJa for
designers Oct 12, 7 pm at One City
sculpture aealed by a student at the
the first of.the PSO's Pops Series. The
Center, Portland. Tickets are $15 at
Portiand School of An Oct 1S-Nov 20 in
program includes Smetana's Threa
the door and prooeeds will be returned
Congress Square Park (Congress and
Dances from 'The Bartered Bride' and
to the community through the Junior
High streets), Portland.
Rhode's concerto for Bluegrass Band
league's Community Trust FUnd. For . .ntcIoffo.........,26FreeSt Portand Orchestra. Performances are Oct
more information, call 871 -7790
21 at Itpm, Oct 22 at 3 in Portland City
land. New work by Alan Brar' and
Theodore MJrp/ly through Oct 3 . Also
Hal Audi~m. Tickets are $10-$25. FrldIIy.the-Thlrt_lh Nec:ktieSwap
and
Flea
market
will
be
held
by
the
Volat
the gallery, a selection of 19th and
For reservaUOlls, call 773-8191 .
unteer J\s~ation at the New England
early 20th centul)' art Hours: Moo-Fri
Rehabilrtauon Hospital Oct 13, 8 am-2
10 am-5 pm; Sat 12-4 em. n2-5011 .
pm. Crafts, rummage, books 9Ic. at eo...... Sq...... O. 1e"', 594ConNew England Rehab~itation Cenler, 13
gress St, Portland. New work on canCharles St , Portland. Public Is invited.
vas and wood by Philip Barter through
For more information, call
Oct 30. n4-33El9.
CIIrF.,. Auto show Ocl 13-15 at the ~n V......... 0.1...", 60 HampCumberland Fairgrounds 10 benefit the
shire St, Portland. 'Duty. Pleasure and
Portland Symphony OrcheslJa. WeekNature; new work by ' Greg Parker
end begins with a preview party Oct 13,
through Oct 15. Hours: Thu 5-9 pm
6.:30-~:3> pm 111 the clubhOuse. AdmisSat-SUn 12-5 pm. m-2042.
'
sIOn IS $25 per person. Reservations .IoIIn WhllneJ' h1'Oon 0.1..". of
can be made by Oct 9 by calling 767Art, Westbrook College, 716 Stevens
4542. Show win be open 10 the public
Ave., Portland. Mixed media works by
Oct 14-15, 10 am-4 pm. Admission is
Judith ~elson through Oct 29. Hours :
$4 for aciol1s, $1 for children under 12.
Tue-Fn 10 am-4 pm (Thu until 9), SatFor more information , call at 767-4542
Sun 1-5 pm. 797-9546.
or n3-8191 .
M.~c.ol CIInl... c.r., PortAIIItIe CIder hI' Activities for all ages M.lne
Pamungs by Thomas Connolly
OCt 14, 10 am-4 pm at Maine Audubon land.
through Oct 21 . Hours; Mon-Fri 7:3J:i
Society's GilsJand Farm Sanctuary in
am-4:3O pm, Sat 8-11 am.
Freeport. Cider pressing, puppet shows M8lne Pott. . . . ."'.t, 376 Fore
and the finst apple pie conlest Frea
St, Portland. Robyn Langhoust: Stoneand open 10 the publIC. For more inforware emphasizing simplicity in design
mation, call 781 -2330.
Oct 12-26. Hours: Daily 10 am-8 pm
B • •INIII CIIrd.uper Show Oct 14
n4-1633.
.
10am-8pmattheAugustaCivicCenter: "'neJ' M.rgoJl. 0.1.."., 367 Fore
130 dealers from New England and
St, POrtland. Cynthia Baver, handmade
Canada. Bob Feller and Jody Reed of
felted wearables Oct 1~Nov 19. 775the Red Sox will be presenl. Portion of
3822.
the prooeeds and raffle lickets for a Pine T.....hop.nd B.J'YI.w 0.1chance 10 haWl dinner with Feller 10
,...", 75 Market St, Portland. Paintben~fit .the. Big Brothers/Big Sislers.
II1gs by local artist Tina Ingraham
AdmiSSIOn IS $2. For more information
through Oct 28. Exhibit includes porcall 453-6394.
'
traits in oils and paslels Monhegan
The M.lne EmporIum 85 York St
Island series on airs and selection of
. . . . . . Local playwright Martin Jones'
Portland.
Open
house
and
book
partY
watercolors. 773-3007.
play about homelessness in Maine is
Oct
.15,
1-4
pm
:
A
reading
and
book
Portland Public Llbnt~, Mooument
performed by the Mad Horse Theatre
~lgf1lng party with Ellen Kondoian 10
Square, Portland. 'Non-SdWlr PhotogCompany through Oct 22. PerformIfItroduce
her
new
children
's
book
'
Is
raphy : Contemporary Examples of
ances are Thu-88tat 8 pm, Sun at 7 pm
Anybody Up?" Children are welcome
Histl)~ Printmaking Processes: an
at the company's new theater at 955
to a special reading and illustration
exhibit of Works by six artists through
ForestAWI., Portland. Tickets are $10demonstration
at
1
:30
pm.
Bring
a
rug
Oct 31 . Hours: Moo, Wed and Fri 9 am$14. For more Information call 797for ftoor seating. For more inforrilation
3338.
'
6 pm, T ue and Thu 12-9 pm and Sat 9
call 871-0 112 Wed-Sun 11 am-8 pm ,
am-5 pm. 871-1700.
Foil... Musical about the end of the .he"", • und of M.nJ'
Portland School of Art, Baxter GaIvaudevile era performed by the PortMulti-Cultural eWlnt as an aitamatiWl
leI)', 619 Congress St., Portland. Stuland Lyric Theater through Oct 15 at
celebration of Columbus Day 10 ac~nt Show through Oct 14. Hours : Moothe Lyric Theatre, 176 Sawyer St., S.
knowledge
the
indigerlOus
PBOPIe
of
Fn 10 am-5 pm
until 7 pm), Sun
Portland. Performances are Fri-Sat at
the area with music, drumming, dance
11-4 pm. n5-5 52. The Photo GaI8 pm, Sun at 2:30 pm. Sanior Citizen's
poetry,
ethnic food and more oCt 15 2:
leI)', 619 Corlgress St., Portland. PhoNI9~tSap 28, 7:30 pm. For more infor8 pm at the Father Hayes Canter,
tographs by Sharon Rupp Oct 16-Nov
. mation, call 799-1421 or 799-6509
Sle~s
Ave.,
POrtland.
For
more
in11. Hours: Mon-Thu 8 am-9:3O pm, Fri
Utile Shop of HorroN Portt8nd
formation, can 761-4638.
8 am-5 pm, Sun 11 am-4 pm. n5Players' production through Oct 14 at
. t 5 Networking event
3052.
420 College Rd., S. Portland. Performsponsored y the Scarborough Cham- Righi B...... CIIfe, 225 Federal
~nces are"Fri-Sat at 8 rm , Sun at 7. For
ber
Of.Commerce Oct 19, 5-7 pm. For
Portland. Works by Peler HerIeY
Ucket information, cal 799-7337.
more lflformation, cal n2-2811 .
through mid-OclOber. n4-3074.
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We can copy and
enhance your Old,
faded photographs
and make as many
enlargements as
you like.

J 0SJ

We'll also process
and print all types of
black & white film.
We can convert to
black & white from
your color originals.

54 YORK STREET 761-5861
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CITY HALL AUDITORIUM
Portland, ME
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TOY CALDWELL
Thursday, Nov. 2, 7:30 pm
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handi-

n5-4000.

Bring them to Just Black & White and
we'll make them sparkle again.

B.I. . CoII.ge Museum of Art,
Olin Arts Center, Lewiston. 'Prints from
Vinalhaven Press : The First Five
Years," an exhibition of 50 works of
internationally known artists produced
between 1984 and 1989 at this master
print shop Iocaled on Maine's Vinalhaven Island through Nov 26. Hours :
Tue-Sat 10am-4 pm, Sun 1-5pm. 7866158.
Bowdoin College Mus.um of Art,
Brunswick. Images of Women in 17th
Centul)' Prints and Drawings (through
Nov 15); 0 sican You See: American Pholo r s,I83S-1939 Oct 13omance with
Dec 10};
The Art of Jean-Baptiste Carpeaux (Oct
13-Dec 10). Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am8pm, Sun 2-5 pr:n. 725-3275.
Elements 0.11."., 56 MaineSt, Brunswick. Ceramic sculptures by Sharon
Townshend and tapestry rugs by Morris David Dorenteld are on exhibit
through Nov 3. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am6 pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 729-1108.
HolNI Sound 0.110". North, 58
Maine St., Brunswick. 'Landscapes of
New England- by Barbara J. Sussman
through O<:t2t . Hours: Mon-Sat 10:30
am-5 pm. 725-4191 .
M.lne Audubon Socl• ." 118 U.S.
Rt. 1, Falmouth. Natural hiStory drawings and paintings by Barry W. Van
Dusen through Oct 29. Hours: MonSat 9 am-5 pm, Sun 12-5 pm. 781 2330.
O'F.rrell G.IIe"., 46 Maine SI., Brunswick. New paintings by Ruthanne
Harrison through Oct 28. 729-8228.

1

m-9605

;

OUT OF TOWN+

Portland M _ of ArtSeven Congress Square, Portland. Hours: TueSat, 0-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday
eWlnlngs, 5-9. Watercolors by Amencan Masters (through Oct IS): Japanese Pnnts, landscapes, figures and
abslJact Images (through Nov 12).
Master Photographs and Faces of Photographers (through Dec3). 775-8148 .
Abacus C.II...", 44 Exchange Portland. Changing exhibitions of fine
crafts. Hours: Moo-Wed 10 am-6 pm
Thu-Sat 10 am-9 pm Sun 12-5 pm'

Loe Angeles .... _ Qu.rt.1 (chamber music) Oct 20, 8 pm, Corthell

l

SI.ln 0.11."., 20 Milk St., Portland.
New and experimental works by galieI)' artists through Nov 25. n2-9072.
USM AREA GaileI)', Portland Campus
Center. "Southern Exposure," exhibit
of textiles, wood carvings, ceramic
vessels and figures from Guatemala,
Ecuador, Mexico, Brazil and other Latin
American countries through Oct 27.
Hours : Moo-Sat 10am-l0 pm, Sun 125 pm . 780-4090. Gorham An Gallery
'Prints' includes work from the collection of Maurine and Robert Rothchild,
prints published by USM, and works
printed by Thomas Black and Richard
Wilson through Oct 19. Hours: SunThu 12-4 pm . 780-5409.

OFF THE
WALL

Llf. of • Phologl'llpher Pho'ographer Bruce Davidson , whose work
documents circus people, subway activity and life on New York's East 100th
St., speaks Oct 12, 7:30 pm at the
Portiand Museum of Art, Congress
Square. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call n5-8148.
T ......pl. L_ hrk.r will present her
artwork and giWl a talk on the themes
and inlluences incorporated in her work
Oct 14, 2-4 pm at St. Luke's Parish
Hall, 143 State St. , Portiand. For more
information, call n2-8923.
Art I. for Ev.",one Family day Oct
14, 1-5 pm althe Portland Museum of
Art, Congress Square, Portland. Still
lives will be set up for children to draw
and the museum will provide reams of
paper and boxes of crayons. The fin Ished artwork will be on display through
Oct 29. Two children's films, ' Norman
·the Doorman' and 'Crac' will be shown
at 2 and 3:30. GaileI)' games will be
available all afternoon. All activities are
tree with museum admission . For more
information , call n5-8148.
P.permaklng Two-day workshop on
the histol)' and art of papermaking Oct
14-15 at Widgeon Cove Studios in
South Harpswell. OIfered as part of the
Maine Writers and Publishers Alliance
Book Arts series. Cost is $65 forMWPA
members; $75 for others . For more information , call 729-6333.
R.ku Workshop taught br Sarah
Townshend Oct 14 and 2 at the
Sawyer Street GaileI)', 131 Sawyer
St., S. Portland. Cost IS $80 including
clar and glazes. For more information,
cal 767-4394.
M ••km8klng Workshop for people 01
an ages Oct 15, 10 am-3 pm at the
Cen.er tor Native Art, Rt. 1, Woolwich.
Cost is $20. For more information, cal l
442-8399.
A Rom.ne. Wllh R •• lIsm: The
Art of J . . ""B.ptl.l. CII!pe.ux
GaIleI)' talk by Jennifer Gordon Lovett,
associate Curator of the Clark Institute
in Williamstown, Oct 15, 3 pm in the
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Free and open to the pubic. Formore information, call 725-3275.
A _ Munich gives a slide lecture of
her work Oct 16, 7 :30 pm in Beam
Classroom, Visual Ans Canter, Bowdoin Co/leae, Brunswick. Free and open
to the pubflC. For more information, cail
725-3151.

...lloween M ••k M.klng Two-part
workshop for adults Oct 16 and Oct 19,
7-9 pm at the Reiche Community
Center, Brackett St. , Portland. Fee is
$8 for residents of Portland, $10 for
non-residents. For more information ,
call 874-8793.
Looking .t Art In the P.J'son G.I.
I.". Director Judith Sobal offers a fiveweek course for people interested in
learning about the Permanent Collection and for people interested in becoming docents. There will be threeadditional training sessions fordocents.
The course begins Oct 17 and contin ues for fiWl Tuesdays , either 9 am- 12
noonor7-10pm . Cost is $90 for gallery
members,$100fornon-members. Registration fees will be refunded to those
who become docents after they have
completed their fifth tour. For more
information, call 767-9546.
Wlnl.r A ... East German documental)' filmmaker Helke Misselwitz will introduce the showing of her film "Winter
/ldB' Oct 18, 7 pm in Smith Auditorium ,
Sills Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Frea and open 10 the public.
CIIn You See: Amerlc.n
Pholo!ll'llPha 183901939 Gallery
talk on lIle exhibit Oct 18 at 1 pm and
Oct 22, 3 pm in the Walker Art Building ,
Bowdoin CoIleQe, Brunswick. Free and
open to the public. For more information, call 725-3275.
Phologr.ph.r Judy Cllckm.n
discusses her work Oct 19, 5:15 pm at
the Portland Museum of Art, Congress
Square. Free and open 10 the public.
For more information, call n5-8148.
M.". c....tI: The Color Prlnl.
Payson Galley has organized a trip to
the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston Oct
26, 8:30 am. Cost is $33 for members
of the Payson GaileI)', $40 for nonmembers. Deadline for reservations is
Oct 20. For more information, call 7979546.
... nd L.tterpres. Prlnllng Twoday workshop on the basics of letterpress printing Oct 21, 10 am-5 pm and
Oct 22, 12-5 pm at The Book Studio, 20
Danforth St, Portiand . Cost of the
workshop is $75 for Maine Writers and
Publishers Alliance members, $90 lor
non-members. For more information ,
call 729-8333.
The Art of C ...... Engl'llvlng: 8200
BC to Ih. PNa.nl Lecture given by
Ute Klein Bernhardt, an internationally
recogniZad gem engraver, Oct21 , 7:30
pm In Baxter Auditorium, Portland
School of Art, 619 Congress St. , Portland. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 348-9943.
D.nforth SI....t G.II.". in Portland, a rIOn-profit alternative gaileI)' ,
invites artists 60 and over to submit
work for a juried thematic exhibition
titled 'The Essence of Maine: Juror
Martin Dibner will select winners for
both professional and amateur categories. Work must be delivered by Nov 3.
For details send self-addressed
stemped envelope to 'Essence 01
Maine' clo Danforth Street Ganel)', 34
Danforth St., Portland, 04101, Attention Helen Rivas.
The C - o n Cround F.lr is looking for a design to become the 1990
poster. Artists may submit one or two
designs by Nov. 1 on any theme relatingto agnculture. The selected design
will be used for the 1990 fair poster and
t-shirt. II's important that the style be a
appropriate for silk-screening, which
requires a minimum of blending and/or
shading. Pastels and water-colors are
not appropriate. Submissions will be
juried and the selected artist will receive a $500 honorarium. For more information, contact the Common Ground
Fair, PO Box 2176, Augusta, ME 04338
or phone 623-5115.
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NOW bus to
pro-choice rally
The National Organization for
Women' s Mobilization for
Women's Lives is scheduled for
Sunday, Nov. 12 in Washington,
D.C. The stated purpose of the
rally is to demonstrate to the
Supreme Court, President Bush
and Congress that the majority
of Americans will not tolerate
the dismantling of Roe vs. Wade
by allowing states to enact restrictive powers over abortion.
Maine NOW chapters are organizing busses to take people to
Washington and to join the thousands of people expected to attend the mobilization. The busses will leave late afternoon Saturday and return by breakfast
Mondaymoming. The costis $75

person. The Portland bus is being
organized by Jennifer HalmPerazono. For reservations, call
871-0618.
G.lllng SI.rted In OUldoor .nd
Tl'llv.1 Writing Writer Wayne Curtis
will offer tips on markets, what sells,
what doesn't and how to get your fool
in the door Oct 12, 7:30 pm at the
Portland Writers' Network meeting in
the Public Safety Building, Middle St.,
Portiand. For more information, call
871-0466.
L. .mlng 10 Think In Vlclorl8n
Engl.nd Robert Kiefer, professor of
history at the University of Mal)'land,
speaks Oct 12, 7:30 pm in Daggett
Lounge, Wentworth Hall, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Free and open to
the public. For more information, call
725-3151 .
Amne.ty Inl.m.llo...1 Local chapter meets Oct 12, 7 pm at Woodfords
Congregational
Church ,
202
Woodfords St, Portland. Anyone interested in joining is welcome to attend.
For more information, call n3-5588.
Th. Con_naus
.nd
Nonvlolenl Civil Dlsobedl.ne.
Three-hour workshop with a focus on
environmentalism WIth environmental
activist Mal)' Beth Nearing Oct 12, 7
pm in 303 Hathorn Hall, Bates College,
Lewiston. Fee is $5. To ragister, call
the Bates Environmental Coinmittee at .
784-4221.
Integral ...f·Aw.... _
Work·
.hop in Portland. A meditation-workshop experience facilitated by Roger
Calval)', author, lecturer and New Age
musician. Sponsored as a free community service by the Sri Chinmoy
Centre. For registration and time and
location, call 729-5825.
Economic Crlaloln the CllrlblNl.n:
U. lmp8cl on Women Carmen
Diana Deere, professor of development ecorlOmics at University of Massachusetts at Amhers~ speaks Oct 13,
1:30 pm in Room B, USM Portland
Campus Center. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 7804440
UN R ........nt.tlv. .nd former
U.S. Amb •••• dor 10 l.r•• 1
TholNl. Plck.rlng speaks Oct 13,
3 pm in Morrell Gymnasium, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Free and open to
the public. For more information , call
725-3151.
Working CI. . . Women'. Slo". of
Llf. In the N.lghbo"'-d Public
forum and open discussion with neighborhood women and humanist scholars Oct 14, 10 am-2 pm at Harbor
Terrace, 284 Danforth St., Portland.
Forum is sponsored by Portland West
Neighborhood Planning Council. For
more information, call n5-0105.
E.rth CIII.bl'llllon Workshop explores the role of Mother Earth's gil1s
and people's connection with the hea~
ing she shares Oct 14 at Northeast
Metaphysics, 33 High Rd., Cornish.
Fee is $50; pre-registration is required.
M.Nlglng ProJecl. Ononm • • nd
OnoBucIg.t Two-day professional
seminar Oct 16-17 at the Holiday Inn,
88 Spring St., Portland. The semInar is
being presented by the Continuing Education for Business and Projection
Technology Center at USM in c0operation with the Maine Chapter 01 the
Project Management Institute. For more
information, call Don Clark at 874-651 0
or Ivan Most at 780-5439.
Women Bu.I..... Own_ CO""
f ....ne. provides information, training and networking ,?pportunities for
women who own theIr bUSinesses or
who are thinking about going into business Oct 18, 8am-5 pm at the Augus.a
Civic Center. Workshops on Start-up,
Growth and Expansion and Personal
Issues. Keynote speaker will be Elizabeth Andrews, owner of the Baby Bag.
She will speak about the changing
nature 01 the marketplace and her
experiences with expanding her company. Registration is $45 aller Oct 7.
Price includes lunch and closing reception. For more information, call 6230065.
Growth M ..........nl for lhe
Av....ge Clllzen Maine Auciobon
Society is offering a five-week course
covering human needs and land use,
tools for action and the political processOct IS-Nov 13, 6 :30-9:30 pm at the
Society's Gilsland Farm, U.S. Rt. 1 in
Falmouth. For more information, call
781 -2330 .
Cuba: Th. P.nn.nent R.volutlon
Lecture given by Manuel Davis as part
of the World Affairs Council 'The
Changing Face of Communism" series
Oct 16, 7:30 pm at USM Portland
Campus Center's rooms A-C. Admission is $5 lor the public, $3 for WAC
members and $1 for students. For more
information , call 780-4551 .
Home W •• lherizallon Workshop
Free workshop offered by SMVTI and
the Maine Office of Energy Resources
will help make participants make their
homes more energy efficient
16
and 18, 6 :30-9:30 pm . Each partiCIpating household will receive a $75 materials voucher; participants must attend
both sessions to receive voucher. For
more information, call 799-7303 exl.
244.
F ......rlck L8w Olm.led .nd HI.
M.lne L.nclac.ope. Elizabeth Igleheart, an architectural historian with
the Maine Hisloric Preservation Society, presents an illustrated lectureabout
Frederick Law Olmsted Sr. and his
successor firms Oct 16, 7:30 pm in the
Merrill Memorial Ubral)', Main St.,
Yarmouth. Free and open 10 the public.
Formore inlormation, call the Yarmouth
Historical Society at 846-8259.

Proc...

Undoubtedly
Portland's t1nest pizza
and steak sandwiches.
10 Minute Express Lunches
Mon. Chicken Parmigiana
Tues. Baked Ziti
Wed. Broiled Scallops
Thurs. Eggplant Parmigiana
Baked Stuffed Haddock

$3.95
$3.50
$4.50
$3.95
$4.50

... and much more!

BRUNO'~

33 INDIA ST.
PORTIAND

773-3530

BUSCHHHHI

Did you know Busch Beer
and Natural light are now
available at prices worth
jumping at? Did you know
that one football team had to
wait almost 70
years to beat one
of its rivals? ..
Rutgers beat Princeton in the first
college football
game, in 1869,
and then had to
wait 69 more
years before they
beat Princeton
again ... The next
Rutgers win over Princeton
after 1869 did not come until
1938. Did you know the final
score of a football game could
be 1-0? ..How is this possibJe? .. 1-0 is the official score
for a forfeit. Yes, pick up a
twelve pack or two of
Busch or Natural light, or

both and you'll be saving
money and time. Getting
in a nice supply will save
you extra trips. Do you
know how high the rim of the
basket is from the
floor in basketball? ..
Would you say it's 8
feet high, or ten feet
high, or 12 feet
high? .. Correct answer is 10. Here's an
interesting
question ... Can you
guess which man
has played in more
World Series games
than anyone else in
history? .. Answer is Yogi
Berra ... Yogi set the all-time
record by playing in a grand
total of 75 different World
Seri~s games. Beer is a good
part of the good life-drink
responsibly!
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MORE
SENSE

The Cuban Ravolutlon Encoufto

I
~

t.,. Gla.nost Manuel Davis, first
secretary of the Cuban Interests Section in Washington, D.C., speaks Oct
17, 7:30 pm in Dagaett Lounge, Wentworth Hall, BowdOin College, BrunSWICk. Free and open to the public.
Jung Seminar Franciska Needham
speaks on the life and work of Hrano
Janto, mythological illustrator, Oct 17 ,
4 pm in the Faculty Room, Massachusetts Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Free and open to the public.
Doe. Main. R. .lly Hev. a Music
HI.tory? Singer/scholar Miriam
Barndt-Webb speaks as part of Portland Public Library's Brown Bag Lecture senes Oct 18, 12noon in the Rines
Meeting Room in the main library at 5
Monument Square. Free and open to
the public. For more information call
'
871-1700.
Tho F.INII. H.art Program offered
as part of Mercy Hospital's Women 's
Heal.th Series Oct 18, 7 pm in the
MedICal Staff Memorial Auditorium 144
State St., Portland. Discussion of
common cardiac problems and strategies to reduce the risk of angina and
heart attacks. Free and open to the
public. For more information ca1l87S3486.
'
Minion Improbabl. - Who M.?
Serve The Church Maine Connection
invites fellow Catholics in their 20s and
30s to attend a fan mass series Oct 18
7-9 pm at the Chancery, 510
Ave., Portland. For more information
call Kathy at 799-C757.
'
Rapo CrI.l. Cont.r offers training for
spiritual leaders Oct 18 at Woodfords
Congregational Church, Portland. Allday workshops will provide information
about sexual assault, rape trauma
syndrome and community resources.
For registration information call 7743613 .
'
Rlv.r Watch Network Next scheduled meeting is Oct 19, 7-9 pm in the
Bernstein Room of the Barron Center,
Brighton Ave., Portland. For more.information, call 892-4447 or 892-2047.
Eurlpocto.' Adol __.nt H.,...
and Gua.I-H...... William Arrowsmith, professor of classics from
Bos.ton University, speaks Oct 19, 7
pm In Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM
Portland. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 780-4330.
Why I. _mothlng gocicI, rathor
than morely I.? A phenomenological inquiry into the ontological status of
value Professor Erazim Kohal gives
the keynote address at the Northern
New England Philosophy Association
annual meeting Oct 20, 8 pm at the
Heffernen Center, Saint Joseph's College , Windham . Free and open to the
public. For more information call 8926766.
'
Ma.t.rpl _ _ In C h l _ Poetry
Edward H. Schafer of the University of
Califomia at Berkeley Oct 20, 3:45 pm
In the Conference Room , 38 College
St., Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free
and open to the public.
Tumlng Tlcto.: FornInl.t Alilanc.
for Social Change Maine National
Organization for Women presents its
annual conference Oct21 , 9 am-5 pm
at the Atrium, RI. 24, Brunswick. Conference will include workshops on
str'!tegies forthe pro-choice movement,
racism andaffirmabve action, economic
ISSueS and budge.t cutbacks with special attention to child care and older
women's issues, lesbian rights, women
and labor 0l'f/anizing, feminism and
foreign, feminist theory in action, and
women's response to VIOlence.The cost
is $10, with a sliding scale based on
ability to pay. For more information or
to pre-register, call 865-4489.
An Ov.rvI.w of Joumall.m Workshop taught by Lyn Riddle, stringer for
the New York Times, Oct 21, 11 am-4
pm at the Waynflete School in Portland. Workshop will cover newswriting,
wnbng against a deadline, and discussion of style and format. Cost of the
workshop is $25 for Maine Writers and
Publishers Alliance members, $30 for
non-members. For more information
call 729-6333.
'
G.ttlng Startod In Fiction Workshop taught by Elizabeth Cooke Oct
21 , 11 am-4 pm atthe W~ynflete School
In Portland. Workshop .IS designed for
the ~Inmng fictIOn wnter. Cost is $25
for Maine Writers and Publisher Alliance members, $30 for non-members.
For more information, call 729-6333.
Poetry Writing Workahop taught by
William Carpenter Oct 21 , 11 am-4 pm
at the Waynflete School Portland. Participarrts are asked to bring 2 or 3 of
their poems to share. Cos.t is $25 for
Maine Writers and Publisher Alliance
members, $30 for non-members. For
more information, call 729-6333.
Earth, WInd, Fire & Wat.r A day of
reflectIOn led by author Madeleine
L'Engle Oct 21, 10 am-4 pm at the
Cathedral Church of St. Luke, 143 State
St. , Portland. Tickets are $20 and are
available by mail from the Diocesan
Resource Center, 143 State St., Portland, 04101 and at J. Read Books, 630
Forest Ave., Portland. For more information , call 772~923 or 773-3536.
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Dare to Dream: Economic Alt .....
natlv.. That Work Conference
eXlllores concrete .examples and posslbilibes of ecologically, economically
and socially just economic practices
and policies Nov 4, 9 am-5 pm at .the
University of New England in Biddeford. Keynote speaker will be John
Mohawk, a member of the Seneca
Nation and a professor in the American
Studies program at the University of
Buffalo. Cost of the workshop is $15'
$20 includes lunch. Childcare and
resources for those with special needs
(e.g. a signer) will be available as requested. Pre-registration deadline is
Oct 25, for people who want lunch or
have special needs. For more information, call 773-2294 or 442-7260.
Southworth Planetarium Astronomy Shows Fri-Sun at 7 pm; Laser
Shows Fri-Sun at 8:30 pm. Admission
is $3 for adults, $2 for students and
children (no children under5). Formore
information, call 780-4249.

H.alth Screenings Health Promotion Program of Community Health
Services, Inc. sponsors adult flu clinics. Cost is $5. Times and locations are
as follows : Oct 17, 12:30-2:30 pm. Congregational Church in Gray; Oct 18,
9 :30-11 :30 am, Community Building in
Windham ; Oct 18, 1:30-3 :30 pm at the
Fire Station in Falmouth/Cumberland'
Oct 23, 1-3 pm at the Town Hall, Scar:
borough; Oct 25, 9:30-11 :30 am at St.
Anne's Church in Gorham . For more
information , call 775-7231 ext. 551 .

FOR
KIDS

OFF THE
CLOCK

Light and Shadow Art Afterschool G.neral Theological Cont.r of
program exploring the wood of lil/ht
Malnefleeds a volunteer to take care
and shadow through drawing, painllng
of their basic accounting requirements.
and Polaroid photography for kids ages
If you can schedule two partial days a
8 to 12 will be held Saturdays, 10:30
week, one mid-month and on at month's
am-12:30 pm, through Nov 11 at the
end, your help will be invaluable. For
Portland Museum of Art. Individual
more information, call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
classes are $10 for members, $12 for
non-members. Pre-registration is re- Portland Adult Conwnunlty Eduquired. For more information, call 775cation needs volunteers to work one6148.
on-one with teenagers who are going
Dracula Bennington Puppets presents
back to school in order to graduate.
a show for the entire family Oct 13 7
Volunteers must be comfortable with
pm at The Center for The Arts, 804
students from 15 to 19, be able to read,
Washington, Bath. Tickets are $7/
wnte, spell, do algebra, science or art
$3.50. For more information, call 442under the direction of a teacher. For
Fall Foliage Tour Invigorating walk in
8455.
more information, call the Center for
the autumn woods Oct IS, 2 pm at F~ To B. M. Four-week wor!<shop
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Wolfe Neck Woods State Park, FreeIn art and movement, beginning Oct Schoolho • • Art. Cont.r in Seport. All programs are free and begin at
14,10-11 :30amattheCenterforNative
bago Lake needs volunteers to help
the benches beside the second parkArt, Rt. 1, Freeport. Cost of the wor!<tear up and replace a large portion of
Ing lot. For more information, call 865shop is $40. For more information call
the floor in the theater, paint and put
442-8399.
'
I'lastic on the windows Oct 14-15. Any
4465 or 289-3821 .
bme or talent you have to offer will be
Tho Search and R •• cue Sc.narlo Children'. Mu..um, 746 Stevens
Workshop led by Gary Anderson, safety
Ave., Portland. Paper Making Exhibit
greatfy appreciated. A poduck supper
officer for the Maine Department of
Includes paper displays, instructional
will be enjoyed on Saturday evening .
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, covers
classes on. paper making and paper
The Schoolhouse Arts Center is lowhat do do if lost in the woods and what
making facilibes ; Energy Exhibit offers
cated half a block north of Routes 114
lIooS into a search and rescue operahands-on learning using computer
and 35 in Sebago Lake Village. For
bon once underway Oct 20, 7:30-9 pm
software, puzzles, demonstration and
more information, call 642-3743.
at the L.L. Bean Casco Street Confermore to look at energy use in Maine. Portland Stage Company Anyone
M.dltallon Series of eight evenings of
ence Center, located off Rt. 1, FreeFor more information, call 797-KITE.
interested in volunteering at Portland
meditation and discussion of yoga phiport. Free and open to the public. For RolI.routlng L ••son. Portland
Stage is invited to a volunteer party Oct
losophy with Asha Ma, master of kunmore information, call 865-4341 .
Recreation is offering lessons for ad17, 7 pm in the theater lobby of the
dalini yoga Oct 11-14, 18-21,7-9 pm at Pizza Rld_ Casco Bay Bicycle Club is
vanced beginners ages 6- 10. Lessons
Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A
the Williston West Church , 32 Thomas
sponsoring Thursday night bicycle
are on .three Saturdays, Oct 21 -Nov 4,
Forest Ave ., Portland. For more inforSt. , Portland. Free and open to the
rides. Meet at 5:30 pm at Pat's Pizza,
9-10 am. Registration deadline Oct 11
mation, call 774-1043.
public, but donations are accepted. For
RI. 1, Oak Hili, Scarborough. Rides are
for advanced beginners. $15 for resimore information , call the Yoga Center
10-20 miles ; pizza after. For more indents, $20 for non-residents. For more
at 799-4449.
formation call Keith at 79S-1085.
information, call 874-8793.
H.m Workshops and seminars on us- Maino Outdoor Adv.nture Club Slon- for Kida Portland Public liing medicinal herbs will be offered
Upcoming trips: Oct 14 Sea Kayaking ,
brary (871-1700): Mon, Wed and Fri
during Oct and Nov in BridQton. WorkdestinatIOn and meeting place TBA,
10:30 am ; Riverton Branch librarY
shops indude "Making 'four Own
(797-2915): Fri, 10:30 am; Peaks Is799-2956 or 883-1456 ; Oct 15 Sewall
Herbal Preparations," "Herbs and SpiriBeach Walk, meet at Back Cove Shop
land Branch (766-5540): Wed, 10:15
tuality" and "Female Health: For inforn' Saveat9am, 761-8489; Oct 15 Birdam; South Portland Public Library (79smation and reservations, call Corinne
watching, destination TBA; Oct 22
2204) : Fri, 10:15 and 11 :15 am (3-5
Martin at 647-2724.
BegiMer level white water canoeing ~r:earOIdS) ; Scarborough Public Library
A Healthy Day for Women Day of
on the Saco River, 247-3982; Oct 29,
883-4723): Wed, 10:30 am and 1 pm
workshops which will address both traHike East & West Royce mountains
3-5 year aids) and Tue, 6 :30 pm (4-5
ditional and non-traditional approaches
moderate level 7-10 miler, meet at
year olds) ; Prince Memorial Ubrary, ~Mpa'" Support Group startIng.ln Portland for women preparing for
to h.ealing and well-being, new inforCove Shop 'n Save at 8 am, 772-9831 .
Cumberland (829-3180): Wed, 10:30
or hVlng through menopause. Call 774mation and resources for common Co.co Bay Blcycl. Club Upcoming
am (2-3 year olds) ; Thu, 10:30 am (38889 for more information .
health concerns for women, tips for
ndes: Sebago Surprise, Oct 15 9 am
5 year olds).
staying fit, mutual support, etc. Oct 21 ,
Marie Bailey at 892-3385 or Heidi Hil: Flicks for Kid. Portland Public li- W. Who Core Open meeting ooncerning people who feel they have been
ton at 797-0504.
8:30am-3:30 pm atUSM Portland Cambrary (871-1700): Sat, 10:30 am and
falsely accused of child abuse Oct 17
pus Center. The day is a collaborative Outdoor Trip Hotlln. Latest bicyTue at 3:30 pm. l'liverton Branch (7977:30 pm althe Reiche School , Brackett
effort between Community Programs
cling, hi.king. camping. canoeing and
2915): Thu-Fri, 3:30 pm; Peaks Island
Sl , Portland. "We Who Care" plans to
at USM, Mercy Hospital and USM's
other trips ·.ponsored by the Casoo
Branch (766-5540): Tue, 3:15 pm ;
create a open forum for these people to
Lifeline. Fee is $50. For more informaBay Bicycle .~Iub and the Maine OutSouth P<?r1land Public Library (799airtheirgnevances. Someofthecauses
tion, call 874-6500.
door Advemure Club. Call 774-1118.
2204): Fn, 3:30-4:30 pm.
that will be presented are overworked
SOCial workers, insensitive public officials , angry ex-spouses, bitter relatives, meddling neighbors and mischievous children. For more informabon
call 775-0105.
'
Tho Family CrI.l. Sholt.r holds
weekly women's sUf>port groups in
Portland and BrunSWick, offering mutual support and education for women
who are or have experienced violence
by Lynda Barry
in their relationships. For meeting locations and times, call the FCS at 8741197.
Dlvorc. Support Group Wednesdays 6:30-8 pm at the Kimball Health
SHE IS REALLY SkINNY AND KEEPS
Center, 33 Lincoln St., Saco. For more
information, call 282-7504.
TALKING ABOVT HOW SHE HIID TO PICI(
MADD W . .kly Victim Support
Group Survivors, their families and all
BETWEEN FASHION MoOn OR HOME Fe
whose lives have been changed draTfA'HER. IN HfR f)RfAMS,(1 AS IF yow
matically at the hands of a drunk driver
may share the emotional aftermath of
f'vOIll-D €VER PicK /:!QME ~ T£,ACHER,/
such a crime with others of the same
SHE IS So IN LOVE WITH HER.SELF./.
experience. The group meets Thursdays, 7 pm at the MADD office, 9
RIGHT NOW WE A.\'E ON GOP/) 6/!,OQhIlN6.
Deenng St. , Portland. For more inforHANG ON SHES (OMINo OVER BY 'trl'f
mation, call 773-MADD.
R_olv. Support network for infertile
people sponsors workshops and support groups. For more information, call
774-4357 or 846-4379.
Portland Coalition for tho Psychiatrically Labolod, a consumer
run seM-help group fo( persons with
mental illness, holds peer support
groups every Tuesday and Wednesday afternoon 1:30-2 :15. The groups
take place at the Portland Coalition
offices at 142 High Street, Suite SOl ,
Portland. For more information , call
Cathie Long at n2-2208.
~.Iv. and Manic Dep .....
.Iv~ Anonymou.Support and information group meets Mondays, 7 pm at
Woodfords Congregational Church ,
ITS LATER ON, Wg'RE DO!NG MINI-f/..EPoP.TS.
202 Woodfords St ., Portland. For more
information, call n4-HELP.
I'M 5VPPOSE D TO BE hlRIfIN6 A THIN6 ON
Young Fatho,. Program at the
P€~PIR,ATlON
-rHJS ONE GIR.L AT
Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave., offers
a support group for young fathers every
/YIy f/lBLe {fffPSet/ HJGGIN6 THE)JMif!
Monday at 6 pm. Educational groups
VIP You KNOW THAT SWEAT {)cfSNT
are held on the second Tuesday of
each month. For more information , call
S/I1 ELL 113 BACTE'RIA? J(INO OF A FRfA/f
Betsy at 874-1111 ext. 221.
ovT WHeN
THINK OF 8ACTFRIA=8.0,
Tra_upport is a non-profit, non-sexual, social and educational peer support group for t~ anssexuals ,
crossdressers, their families friends
and people interested in eender issues. Meetings are held every other
Sunday at 6 pm. For more information
call 854-3528 or write to Transupport:
P.O. Box 17622, Portland 04101.
Tho AIDS Project, 22 Monument
Square (fifth floor), Portland, lists many
support groups around Portland for
PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and
friends of PWAs. For more information
call 77H877.
'
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flea mar1<ets
gigs

PROFESSIONAL female
looking for female to share
nice 2 beaoom, S. Portland
apartment. Great location I
Rent $312.50 per month heat
induded. Call 767-4631 .
FEMALE HOUSEMATE
wanted, Willard Beach area
S. Portland. Great houselocation . Back yard, washer dryer. $350 includes all.
Avail. Nov . !, non-smoker
only. 767~334 .
TOMMY'S PARK flower
man and his Welsh Corgi
need an apartment .to sublet
or share from now until Dec.
20. Some storage space
would be nice. 799-3460,
noon till 1:30.
YARMOUTH roommate
wanted to share old 3-br
cape , with 2 professional
peop Ie .
Avai I ab I e
immediately . Large yard,
modern kitchen, LR with
fireplace,
DR
with
woodstove. Non-smokar and
no pets, $285 per month plus
third utilities. Call Kate or Jim
at 846-C854.
PROFESSIONAL MIF 25
plus wanted to share large
house in N. Deeri ng .
Amenities include guest
bedroom , run of 7 other
rooms , efficient heat, ample
parking
convenient to
stores. $275 plus, 878-2312.
SEEKING professional MlF
to share spacious 2-bdrm .
' N
O'
Q '
. eenng . Ulet,
con do In
wooded, WID . Non-smoker,
no pets . $325 plus. 7976347, leave message.
RES.P ONSIBLE
non smoking male/female wanted
to share pnvate, beach front,
fumished home in OOB .
Avail. 9-89 t~ .6 -00: $350 per
month , utilities Included.
772-8519 aher 5 pm.
FEMALE NON.SMOKER
to share. sunny. 2-bdrm
apartment In Deenn!! .a rea.
$225 plus 112 utilities,
parking. 774-0084.
·W · Ii- -- - - G WM or BI M ousemate
needed Nov.l for .2-bdrm
house. Rented portion has
pnvate porch and entrance,
furnished living room and
kitchen. Parking and utilities
included for $285 plus $142
deposit. Five minutes to
ocean , Quiet neighborhood.
Box 4048 Old Orchard
Beach , 04064.

HELP! I need someone to
share 2-bdrm Cumberland
Ave. apartment available
Oct. 1. $238 per month plus
1/2 gas utilitities, deposit.
Can wait till 10-15. Such a
deall Chris or Ron, 775-7827
or 772-71 t 5.
FEMALE ROOMMATE to
share large , sunny, 3-bdrm
apartment near Osteopathic
HOSpital. Available mid-Oct.
Non-smoker preferred. $202
per month plus 1/3 utilities .
773-5282.
HOUSEMATE to share 3
bdrm Freeport beachfront
home with 30's professional
female
and
child.
Breathtaking view of Casco
Bay , 40 minutes from
Portland. Female non smoker preferred. $500 per
month includes utilities ,
furnished or unfurnished.
865-0621.
FEMALE ROOMMATE
wanted to share Pine Point
apt. with marsh views. $325
piUS 1/2 utilities , heat
included. 20 yrs or older,
needed for 10-14 or shortly
after. Call 883-1473, leave
message.
PEAKS ISLAND female
seeks . 2 MlF to share large
V~ctonan 4 bdrm house .
Fireplace , garden , water
VI~WS , washer-dryer. 5
minutes to boat, $200 per
month . Oct 1 to June 1. 7662671
.
ROOMMATE
wanted ,

Nov .l for 3-bdrm Portland
apt. 5 minutes from USM and
PSA M/F non-smoker
preferred .
Students
welcome, $185 per month
heated. Call Francis 7731308 or Mark 718-832-1477.
RESPONSIBLE
M/F
involved in art, wanted to
apartment hunt in Portland
for 11-1. Please call after
Spm aaS-5481.
PROFESSIONAL
Nonsmoking, roommate , MlF, to
share condo-townhouse with
single parent. Call Marty at
879-0106. $280 per month
plus half utilities, heat
included, many extras.
HOUSEMATE wanted for
sunny 2- br West End
apartment, $275 per month
plus utilities . Great yard ,
female non-smokar preferred
but sorry, no pets. Call 8797019.
CAPE ELIZABETH house
mate wanted to share nice
home near ocean, nonsmoker only . Oil heat,
laundry, parking, room with
private bath , avail. now .
$250 per month plus utilities.
Call 767-4581.

Portland, professional MlF to
share
home
with
professional F, non-smoker,
off-street parking, WID, $300
plus 112 utilities. 774-8992
eves
M/F'
ROOMMATE
wanted. Seeking responsible
person to share 2 bdrm
h i d ff C
ouse ocate 0
otta~e
Rd. In S. Portland. One mile
from Willard Beach , parking ,
storage, WID, woodstove,
$400 per month includes
uti'1"
lUes an d cable . 767-4459
CREATIVE
and
responsible, male or female ,
roommate wanted to share
expenses in Portland
hopefully for 11 -1-89 Cail
after 5 pm 839-5481 .
FEMALE WANTED to
share large 2-br duplex on
Dartmouth st. Non-smoker,
25 plus , $275 plus utilities
and security . Avail. l1 - t ,
call 773-1426 eves or 7751515 days.

Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept cash, personal checks,
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD.
Consu~ the RATES in the coupon to determine the cost of your ad . FOUND items are
listed free as a pubiic service. DEADLINE for
all types of classified advertising is Monday
at 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's
ed~ion . Ads received after the deadline will
be run starting with the next issue. CBW will
not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual
services for money or goods, or ads w ith
purely sexual content. CBW will not print fUll
names, street addresses or phone numbers
In the PERSON TO PERSON section .
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST ei.ther provide a Pos.t OffICe Box number in
their ad or use.the CBW BOX SERVICE (rate
information in AD FORM). All Information
pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON advertisers is kept strictly confidential. Casco Bay
Weekly reserves the right .to categorize,
refuse or ed~ ads due .to inappropria.te content, etc . CBW shall not be liable for errors of
omissions in, or a failure to insert, any advertisement for which ~ may be responsibie ,
beyond actual space occupied by the ad in
which error, omission or failure.to insert occurred. Classified eds are not refundable.
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2 ROOMMATES needed

DARKROOM time and
space available in beautiful
studio/ darkroom . Fully
equipped darkroom, intown
location , outrageous views
and cheap rent. $50 per
month gets you 1 full
aftemoon and night per week
plus open time on weekends .
Call 772-3931 , ignore
machine and leave name and
number.
STUDIO
WORKSHOP
15 x 20, 220 wiring, $220 per
month . Detached building.
773-1151.
ARTIST STUDIO Merrill
st. East end. Great space in
studio building , share with
painter. $187.50 per month
plus 1/2 utilities. 761-5831 ,
leave message, available

now.
BEST ART STUDIO deal
in town! Number 525 at 142
High St. Great location, light,
quiet . $150 per month
includes heat, lease through
May, longer if needed. 7722177, leave message.

LONG ISLAND 2 or 3 bdrm
furnished apt. Available now
through June. Close to store,
beach, ferry, easy commute
to PorHand . $300 and $350
monthly plus utilities, no
pets. 766-2497.
EASTERN PROM area,
very
large
2- bdrm .
apartments . Water-views ,
yard, parking. Avail. 11'-1,
lease, security, $625 plus oil
heat, 772-4334
SUBLET·IDEAL winter
sublet. Spacious and
beautiful ground floor 2 bdrm
fumished apartment in West
End . Available Dec- May .
$775 plus heat, references.
Leave message at 8746956.
SOUTH PORTLAND 1-2
bdrm apartments . Safe
neighborhood, convenient
location, wall to wall , laundry,
off-street parking. Sorry, no
pets. $450-495 plus utilities.
799-9265 or 767-3655.
PORTLAND 2-3 bdrm apt.
HW floors , $600 per month .
Eastern Prom , beautiful
studio, parking, laundry
$450. Eastem Prom small 1bdrm, parking and laundry,
$450. Eastem Prom l-bdrm,
tiled kitchen, parking,
laundry, $475. Eastern Prom
1 bdrm loft, living room ,
dining room , views, parking ,
laundry, $575. 772-7080 .
YORK ST. sunny 1-br, gas
heat, large rooms, $450.
772-1599.
WEST END spacious 2-BR,
availabl e immediately ,
dishwasher, WD hookup,
great harbor views , $635
plus utilities, call 774-5344
for more info or to view.
EFFICIENCY apartment in
Victorian home in quiet area
on riv er. Great swimming,
boating, X-skiing. N. Gorham
25 minutes to Portland .
Wanted : Quiet non-smoker.
Pets considered . $350 per
month. 892-5228
WEST SIDE; Sunny, large,
3 bdrm apartment. 6 1/2
rooms on 2nd and 3rd floor of
historic Cushman st. private
home. Separate entrance,
hardwood floors, wellinsulated,
gas
heat,
beautifully maintained. $690
plus utilities , avail. Nov 1.
761-1833

_ .--"""_ • " ' "
WHOLISTIC
MUSIC
Studio : Voice, piano, and
keyboard lessons . Suzuki
piano, children and adults .
Adult beginners and restarters
gleefully
encouraged. 773-8250
MUSIC LESSONS Have
car, will travel to teach
beginners of any age: piano,
electronic keyboards, organ,
accordion, bass guitar ,
rudimental and set drums ,
soprano and alto recorders.
Call Sandy, 772-5638.
,--_ _ _--:",.-_ _ _ .

LIVE IN a charming antique
Cape on Peaks Island. 6
working fireplaces , 4-bdrm,
new kitchen & bath .
Beautifully restored, on 314
acre, with some water views.
Just a two-minute walk to
beach and tennis. By owner,
$232,000.766-2116.
BY MOTIVATED owner :
19863 bdrm, 1.5 bath mobi le
home for sale. Have signed
on new home and must sell
fast. Some items negotiable.
Please call Bob at 934-7457,
leave message . $43 ,500
firm .
j 6111" "15 '1II '
sr,.l£s
SELLING BY OWNER
00 Beach custom buil t
home, excellent condition, 1 t:'T T[l1\:11 fESc-Que." s.. CJ 'v,;;,
acre wooded lot , best "1"'"
•
residential are. 5 minutes to
sandy beach, 3 bdrm , 1.5
C'I-'nsc,\lpc lons
bath, very large living room,
~h£0'14
soloine
fireplace,
playroom,
sj~bt'" r:.;o.bil1Cj
screened porch , beautiful
SOo.;illl1!t1l~
landscape. $132,000. Call
284-5297 momings to 10:00
772-0208
.
am or anytime eves.
L_J"E
___
FF_W_EI_OE_Ef1.!,G_t_!\.:.-...l
PEAKS ISLAND-new,
energy efficient ranch with
large, cathedral-ceiling living
room , on I -acre secluded,
wooded 10l By owner, 7665002 or 1-508-376-5387.

school and village. $650.
Ashmore Realty

~~~~~~~h

fH11i·h H•
FREE KITTENS! Beige,
white , orange. Litter box
trained , 797-4574.
TRI-COUNTY dog training
club will start beginners
obedience classes on
Wednesday, October 25 and
Monday, October 30 .
Reserve your place by
calling 773-8887.
A NO-PAIN, all-gain, allaround good deal is what you
get with a Casoo Bay Weekly
classified. It's simple, cheap
and effective. What else
needs be said?

~oupon
theCBW
Claslned
Policy bef",.

completeing his
form. Write legibly
or type , and use
additional paper

• necesaary.

If you derive regular income

from the subjects(s) of your
Class.ied Ads(s) pleas.
use the business rate.

And thank you for
choosing casco Bay Weekly

POnERY l.ESSONS
Wheel throwing and hand
building , beginners and
advanced. Weekly classes
include 4 hours instruction ,
additional practice time and
materials. Call Lisa at Studic
132, 772-4334 . References
avail. 0921
BALLROOM DANCING
It's romant ic , it's fun !
Beginners class starts Oct.
25. Intown studio , free
parking . Call Wayne at 7751892.
PORTLAND
STAGE
Company will offer an acting
class taught by Rheatha

'l

PEAKS ISLAND winter
rental, 3 bdrm . cottage, view,
woodstove, quiet. $500 .
plus. Year Round rental : 3plus bdrm., oil heat, close to

All charges ant per week
Individual Business
$5.00
$7.00
Up to 30 words
7.00
9.00
31-45 words
9.00
11.00
46-60 words
.15
,21
Each Add 'i word
3.00
5.00
CBW Box Service

MESSAGE: ____________________________________________

home services
learning
legal services
lost & fQUnd
musical instruments
notices
person .to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate. for sale
real estate. for rent

1[$1'i.lIjl~.

musIc

roomma es

17

Guitar, Bass &
Vocal Lessons
865 Forest Ave .
761-8084

Forster from Nov. 5 to Jan.
27. Admission by interview
only, call 774- 1043 Mon-Fri
for appt.
FIGURE
DRAWING
classes with Greg Parker.
Classes open to students at
various levels. Tues . eves.
6:30-9 :30 or Sat. mom. 9:3012:30. Starting 10-17 and 1021. 6 weeks , $125. Located
in my studio at 317
Cumbe~and Ave. Send $25
deposit to register, for info
call 774-C751 .
ARE YOU bulging with kittens, puppies or rabbits? Do
you want good future homes
for these new members of
your extended family? Why
not place a classified in
Casco Bay Weekly? $5 gets
you up to 30 words, more
than enough space to find a
good home for the whole litter, if necessary. Call CBW
Classified HoHine: 775-6601.

~;;;;~;:;~~~;;;~~""""'''''''119'''''''''''••

Ii .\. ('1 ($111 ififi!liU$ iif.
CUSTOM BUILT electric FENDER GUITARS from
guitar. Chandler neck and $199, Martin Sigmas $199,
body , black with black Ovations from $225, used
hardware . Floyd Rose, Marshalls , Les Pauls from
Duncan Humbucker, and two $599, Kramers, BC Richs,
many guitars from under
Dimarzios. $500. 772-C208.
FAZER PIANOS from $100, sound and recording
Finland , Dampp-Chaser systems. Trades welcome.
humidity control systems Friendly River Music, 6 t 2
...;
and qualified piano service Congress St, 879-0292
GUITAR
by
a
registered VINTAGE
tunerllechnician . Joseph's round-Up in Dallas, Texas!
Piano Service, 630 Forest World's largest vintage guitar
Ave, Portland . Member, show. John and Duncan are
Piano Technicians Guild . going, place your orders
now! Wholesale prices on
773-1779.
and
used
TAKE ADVANTAGE! vintage
Our classifieds reach well instruments and amps .
over 20,000 active readers Friendly River Music, 612
Congress St, 879-C292
every weeki

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

CASCO BAY WEEKLY
Classified Department
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102
Not for pubRcatlon: We need the following information
to print your ad. " will be held in strict confidence.
NAME ___________________________
ADDRESS _______________________

CITY _____________________________
STATE ________

ZIP CODE ___________

DAYTIME PHONE ______________________
PAYMENT:
I PREFERREO CATEGORY: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
BASIC RATE (from above)
+ ___ EXTRA WORDS AT ___ ¢ EACH
CBW BOX SERVICE (op.tional)

Money Order ____

Mastercard _ _ _

TOTAL WOROS: _ ___
Cred~

Visa

Card II _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

+-----+------

SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
I

Check

x ______

TOTAL ENCLOSED

L..-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- . l I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - :

I

_-_-_-_-_-_ - - - - -
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bod & soul
MIDWIFE. Services include prenatal care, nutrition
counseling, homebirth, pap
smears. Call for free consultation visit Heidi FillmorePatrick, 657--3180.
WENDY MOSER M. A.,
announces her relocation
from California. Monday
evening groups: pregnancy
as transformation, self-acceptance training. Sliding
scale. 767-3848. Private
sessions for individuals and
couples.
METAPHYSICAL Readings from a spiritual perspective offer insight and practical application regarding
your current energy field, life
lessons, past lives, personal
symbols and archtypes .
Tarot readings also available. Call Regina at 729-0241
HAVE FUN Have a psychic
party. Also private readings
and counseling. Past lives,
workshops,
teacher ,
rebirthing. Call Audrey
Boucher n5-7135.S
-' WOMEN WHO LIVE
apart from their childrengroup now forming. Women
who do not live with their
children, whatever the
circumstances, often have
feelings of loss, pain, guilt,
anger, and isolation. Join a
safe, supprtive environment
with other women who
understand. We will meet in
Portland staring in early Oct.
Call Karolyn Rossein, M.A.
766-2809.
WANTED; 65 people to lose
up to 30 Ibs. in the next 30
days for under $100. Doctor
recommended, guaranteed.
Call Man-Fri. 10 am-I pm .

n4-8784. 928

~

VOLUNTEERS to share
uplifting activities with
delightful,
holistically
oriented person with M.S.
Sing, read, play music, plant
seedlings, go on outings,
prepare food , etc. Call 7733275.
INTRODUCTION TO
Alchemical hypnotherapy. A
series of five guided journey
to introduce you to your
inner world.
Includes
meeting the inner child, the
inner guide, and the money
deva. Limited to 6, begins
Oct. 20, $60. Call Anurag at
926-3257.
ACCUPRESSURE
classes for health and
relaxation with Cynthia
Guest ,
certified
accupressurist. Releasing
shoulder and neck tension ,
Oct. 18 or 26, or Nov. 2.
Releasing back tension, Oct.
5 or 19, or Nov. 8. Releasing
menstrual tension , Oct. 25.
Class cost is $20, 7-9 pm,
Thompson Pt., Portland.
One day intuition class,
October 28th . Learn to listen
to and trust your gut feelings
and inner knowing. Connect
to your higher self. 10am4pm , $65. To register call
774-1502. Private body work
sessions available.
ALEXANDER technique
provides a means whereby
we can relinqish habits which
interfere with our freedom.
Call Maria Jackson Parker,
Certified teacher, for
Portland appt. 729-0839 .
HOMEOPATHY workshop
Sat. Oct. 14, introductory ,
Sun . Oct. 15, advanced.
Presented by Larry Raffel ,
RN, homeopathic practitioner
from Boston. Location:
Kennebunk, $40. For info call
Melvin Weiner of Therapeutic
Massage, 9~-3452 .
BODY
ORIENTED
psycotherapy
by
professional counselor /
polarity therapist. Sessions
include gentle and deep
bodywork techniques ,
counseling and holistic
education . Promotes deep
relaxation, energizing and
profound change . Deborah
Vallance, RN , MS ed. 7751230.

erson to erson

PSYCHODRAMA groups
offered. Rachel Sager, MA,
is offering ten weekly
psychodrama
therapy
groups. These groups will
especially appeal to people
who are interested in moving
into action and playing out
the difficult scenes from our
lives rather than just talking
about them. The groups will
use pschodrama to focus on
issues such as the roles we
play, our families of origin,
and our
relationship
struggles. There will be two
groups which will begin Oct.
23., one in Portland and one
in Brunswick. Weekly fees
range from $15 to $20. For
further information call 7258705
LEARN self-hypnosis to
stop smoking, control
weight, stress, fears,
insomnia , pain. Enhance
creativity, concentration,
etc. Greater Portland housecalls available. For free
brochure call 772-2442. Eliot
Cherry , R. Hy., Certified
hypnotherapist.
RELIEF from stress, pain,
fatigue , nervousness and
chronic illness can be yours
through this gende hands-on
healing technique. Call
Kristen Erica, 2nd degree
certified Reiki practitioner.
773-1346.
WORKSHOPS for Feminist
Spiritual Community's adult
education program include:
Feminist Wicca Philosophy,
Wed . Oct. II-Nov . 8 :
exploring relationships
among feminine , New Age
and Wiccan ideas. $25-50.
766-5655
Women and Law, Thu, Oct
19: exploring the law as it
affects and can be used by
women, particularly lesbians,
in the areas of interpersonal
relationships
and
employment. $10, n3-2294 .
Trigger point therapy, Thu,
Oct. 26-Nov. 16: massage
workshops on ways of
rel i eving
headaches,
backaches, circulation
problems, led by Beth
Koehler, licensed massage
therapist. $10-30, 284-9594
Common security in Feminist
Perspective, Thu , Nov. 2:
exploring the emerging
concept
of
common
security , particularly as it
concerns lhe Cruise Missile
referendum in November,
$10, n3-2294.
CIRCLE OF HEALING
for clergy , social workers ,
nurses,
physicians,
therapists and other
professionals who, because
of the demands of their work,
want to learn how to recieve
care. A one-day seminar,
Thu. Nov. 2, 1989, at the
Sheraton Tara in South
Portland. Led by Michael
Dwinell, M.Div . and John
Preston . For info write:
Dwinell & Hall, 19 Birch
Knolls , Cape Elizabeth,
04107, or call 799-1024.
IMPERATIVES of the
heart. • Authenticity and
Vocation." A non-residential
workshop, Oct. 28-29, call
Michael Dwinell , M.Oiv. 7991024.
REGISTERED NURSE
available for home health
care. 13 years experience,
holistically
oriented .
References available. 7751230.

MYERS BRIGGS
TYPE INDICATOR

WORKSHOP

WOMEN: Does being in
love mean being in pain?
Learn how to change
dysfunctional relationship
patterns. Therapy group now
forming based on 'Women
Who Love Too Much'. For
more information, call 8719256.
MOVINC INTO Recovery
A day long·, action therapy
workshop for people dealing
with eating disorders and
codependancy. The focus
will be on the rate of food in
our in our lives, our
relationship struggles, and
our families-of-origin. We will
provide an opportunity for
the playing out of these
issues in a safe therapy
setting . Saturday. Oct. 28,
beginning at 8:30 A.M. at
Pilgrim House, across from
First Parish
Church,
Cleveland SI. Brunswick,
ME. $60. Call Usa Bussey,
775-7927 or Marlene Barter,
443-2899.
ONGOING JUNGIAN
Dream group now has
openings for new members.
Meets weekly on Thursday
evenings . For further
information please call 7726031 or 883-4989 or 8834979.
INDIVIDUAL & GROUP
Psychotherapy
using
journals, drawing, dreams
and
psychodrama.
Christmas Survival Groupsupport and exercises to
cope with a difficult time of
year. Chronically III Group-a
positive approach uSing
illness as a focus for
change , Dream Therapy
Group. Group for Creative
People-emphasis on raising
self-esteem and overcoming
barriers to success. Anne
Ladley , LCSW. Ocean St.
Studios .
799-1689 .
Insurance J9llmD'ursaOJoe.

RELIABLE PERSON with
strong back and good sense
of humor to help care for
1201b person with M.S. Call
773-3275.
FREE JOB information and
assistance . If you have
epilepsy or a seizure disorder: Upgrade your job search
techniques . Learn if. when
and how to tell an employer
about your seizures. Talk to
people who have been there.
Find that 'break' you have
been looking for.. Do it now!
Contact TAPS at (207) 7727847, Pine Tree Epilepsy ,
Portland, ME
PHOTOGRAPHER seeks
woman models 18+ for photo
and video work.. Send
photo. phone to PO Box
5341 Portland. 04101 .
EARN BIG MONEY i n
your spare time at Raouls
pool tournaments. Mondays
7pm , 9-ball. $5 entry fee.
Wednesdays 7pm, 8-ball, $5
entry fee . Tax-free cash ,
only at Raouls, 865 Forest
Ave, n3-6886.
PRODUCTION WORK·
ceramics. We're accepting
and reviewing applications
for pos ition beginning
mid/ late October . Work
requires careful craftsmanship, close attention to detail
and willingness to learn .
Stop by afternoons or call
773-8415. Anderson Design,
Maine Mall Bus iness
Building. John Roberts Rd,
S. Portland.

M.DIV.
NOV. 4,1989

For more Information
call
773·1314 or write:
P.O_ Box 1259
Portland
Maine 04104
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MWF ATTRACTIVE
blonde, 34. semi-unfulfilled,
seeks correspondence
leading to brief, mutually
satisfying interludes. Photo
greatly appreciated. CBW
Box 401.
SWM 2ft would like to
meet female
for a
supportive and open
friendship and maybe
relationship. My interests
are in the visual arts. live
music, nature. leaming and
discussions on thoughts,
feelings . I'm a creative
person. medium build.
health concious, with a
sense of humor. CBW Box
402
SWM 30, intelligent.
irreverent, well-travelled
media professional seeks
attractive independant SWF
with a sense of humor and a
positive attitude. CBW Box
403.
SWM 28, nice smile. nice
eyes . non-smoker, warm
friendly and sensous. Enjoy
dancing and dining. Seeks
dark and petite SWF 21 -34
to form the ultimate couple.
Lets do it! CBW Box 404
GWM 29 is looking for a
GWM 25-40 who's fun.
ambitious. outgoing type of
guy who especially likes the
ocean and has a terrific
sense of honesty. who
doesn~ mind taking risks to
discover what could turn
into a secure, honest and
happy relationship. Photo
please but not necessary.
CBW Box 407.
AVERACE LOOKING
guy (26. intelligent and
interesting) looking for that
manly sort of man to go out
and deface Marilyn Monroe
types and assorted or
sordid
adventures.
depending
on
your
pleasures ; women for
experiences, adventures
and conversation . CBW
Box 408
LONELY MALE 45 single
parent, 5'8'. 140 Ibs. Uke
dining in or out, TV, dancing ,
driving around, home body.
Would like to meet honest.
caring, warm, sharing women
30-50 for friendship and
possibly more. CBW Box
397.
SWM 34, looking for SWF
25-35 to take autumn walks,
visit apple orchards , dine
and dance and enjoy the
season with each other.
Nothing heavy. I enjoy folk
music, Halloween. things
New England. and nice
people. Drop me a line. Box
15025 Portland.
GWM
would like to meet
muscular male for quiet fun
times. S. Maine area, please
send photo. CBW Box 399.
WINSOM, wonderful
brunette. 43. Educated, funloving female seeks easygoing male 40s to 50s
interested in starting warm.
supportive friendship. CBW
Box 395.

4.

Led by

C. WAITE MACLIN

Bi WF 24, idealistic, healthy, attractive,
professional and chern-free, interested
in meeting BiW couple with s~m~ descriptive qualities for a romantic frlendsship. Letter, phone and photo gets response. CBW Box 405.

rec-

NOW THAT the tounsts
have subsided, relocated
media professional, OWM
37. seeks charm, wit and
comparoionship of area lady
(your terms). I'm a fun-lover
(note hyphen) sociable.
out-going
type , not
unattractive, affectionate.
Photo? Phone? CBW Box
364.
DWM -30 professional.
poetic , athletic. likes to
laugh as well as talk about
the more serious sides cif
life. Chem-free seeks freespirited woman, who strives
for emotional, spiritual and
physical health. Send photo,
letter. PO Box 7701,
Portland, 04112.
SWM
seeks
passionate woman (21 -50) to
share life's pleasures ,
companionship, rides in the
country and quiet times. I'll
offer understanding and
tenderness. Phone? Photo?
PO Box 840. Brunswick. Me.
04011 .
PRETTY, PETITE SWF
3Os, pompous enough to say
I like my life alot but would
welcome sharing parts of it
with right SIOWM 28-42. Lots
of friends but lately Arbitron
TV ratings is the only one
leaving messages on my
machine. Wouldn't object to
bright and/or educated
articulate , warm. witty, trim,
adventurous (but not selfdestructive) inventive man
with greater than 78% intact
self-esteem and healthy
curiosity and appreciation of
simpler and finer things in
life. My interests lie in arts,
travels, nature, outdoor
sports (kayalking, canoeing.
hiking, biking, skiing. etc) .
Magic-marker self-portrait
welcome with letter and
phone. CBW.Box 392.
DWM MID-40. Tall
attractive . business owner.
enoys travel, sports.
dancing , quiet times ,
seeking tall. very attractive,
trim lady , a sensitive nonsmoker who looks great in a
cocktail dress or jeans .
Mutual goals, fun. romance,
and possibility of a serious
relationship. There is lots
more , you won-t be
disappointedl Please show
confidence in yourself with
phone number and photo
with letter. CBW Box 396.
AVAILABLE MAN age
28. sensitive and able to
show feelings. interested in
friendship/companionship
while boating , biking.
walking . hiking . etc .
Stimulating conversation and
dancing a real plus . PO Box
2594, S. Portland 04106

WARM, SENSITIVE
independant professional
woman, mid-20s. interested
in meeting male w~h similar
qualities, mid-20s to mid305, for fun, friendship. and
possible relationship .
Please write PO Box 1394,
Scarboro, 04074.
WICKED NICE guy. 49.
MWM. Local business-man.
in town weekdays, nonsmoker, seeks special lady
for friendship, sharing,
romance. Write PO Box
8234, Portland, ME. 04104
FUN·LOVING optimistic,
attractive, professional
SWF. early 40s loves
dancing, walks on beach.
theatre, reading . Would like
to meet SWM 35' 50
interested in developing a
friendship. Please send
note w~h phone number to
CBW Box 421.
I WOULD LIKE a fresh ,
cute, untamed, funny,
unusual . captivating,
spontaneous. under 5'11but over 5'2' stately lady
with a capacity for broad
social tolerance (I am not
SWM) and a killer smile to
be my bestest friend and
possibly,
by mutual
consent. my girlfriend. If
you are from the Portland
area. that would be
awesome. CBW Box 422.
WM 28, is an attractive 6'
man with pretty blue eyes. I
love fun and adventure but
I'm also loving and caring .
I'm seeking a sexy gal for
friendship. fun times and
adventure. If you like to
smile. laugh. and be loved,
I'm tor you . CBW Box 410.
SWM, 26, en joy s
horseback riding , beach
walks, dining, dancing and
movies. Seeking SWF. 2530 , Portland area, with
same type of 10ie de vivre'.
If you're bright, attractive.
humorous, fun-loving ,
honest and caring , lets
meet sometime! Sorry, no
smokers, drugs, whiners, or
hang-ups allowed. CBW
Box 411.
GENUINE GWM 26, new
to S. Maine area, young
professional .
honest ,
sincere .
attractive .
smoke/drug free and
discreet who enjoys physical
fitness, travel, the outdoors,
mus i c ,
and
good
conversation seeks GWMs
21 -35 with similar interests
for friendships and good
~mes . Why hesitate. scribble
a notel CBW Box 375
GWM 4. tall , medium
build, good body , se~ks
large, muscular. mascuhne
dominant type WM 30-50 .
Could possibly share my
apartment with me. Please
send phone. CBW Box 415.
YOUNG SWM seeks an
older experienced woman. If
you 're sensual, open, and
desire an exciting physical
relationship, send a note and
phone number to CBW Box
387. All letters handled
discreetly.

you
Responding to a CBW Box Number?
Clearly mark the CBW Box 1# on the
outside corner of the envelope and
send
to Casco Bay Weekly
187

ME 04102

notices
LIBERTY is for everyone!
Taxes ,
regulat i ons .
protected polluters , and
prosecution of 'victimless
crimes'-government IS out of
control. Protect your rights.
Contact the Libertarian
Party, PO Box 699, Freeport,
ME . 04032. 353-9711, 1-

800-682-1n6.
ARE YOU a conservative
Republican professor who's
experienced censorShip ,
threats by liberal critics. and
-or job loss? Are you a n",:,fanatical
born-again
Christian student who's
experienced censorship by a
state university or private
college? Non-member of
liberal media elite wants to
meet you . Write to PO Box
10405, Portland, 04104.

The
Right Banque
Cafe
presents
An Exhibition of
English Watercolor
September 28 October 28,1989
Located at
225 Federal St.
Portland. Maine

~

,!.llffH, ,'
WISE P.C. ergonomically
designed, IBM compatible
desk-top computer. Dual
floppy disc , excellent
monitor, plenty of storage .
Top condition, asking $850,
799-8764.
AIRLINE TICKETS one
roundtrip , Portland to
Colorado Springs, Nov. 21 28. Call eves, 846-0512.
REFRIGERATOR
13
cubic It almond Kelvinator, 9
years old, clean and in good
shape except for freezer
door problem, good second
or camp refrigerator. $50, \
please call n4-591 0 days.
COMPUTER haven't you
been putting it off long
enough?
Complete
Commodore 64 system with
lots of systems and
everything you will need.
Also, 4 hours of instruction
to make you a computer
whiz. Retail $1200, your
price $699. calln4-9512.
FUTON Uke new, full size
100%
Callan
with
convertable frame , red
cover. $300 or best offer,
must sell. 879-1998.
SOLOFLEX
weight
machine. Includes leg- and
fly-machine. The total at
home workout. Its been used
but not abused. Asking
$900, leave message at 7992119.
QUEEN SIZE waterbed ,
frame , mattress. heater ans
liner. Great shape, $75. Call
799-6968.
VISCOUNT 10-speed bike
for sale. Good condition,
$75. CalI7GI -2508.
OKIDATA Microline 393
printer, top of the line.
Software, extra fonts , and
ribbons. Cost $1400, tested
but never used, $850. Call
846-3397.
ORIENTAL
RUG
Authentic, new. beautiful
hand-woven Kashmir rug .
Pure wool. 6'x4 ~ similar ones
retail for $1700: bargain
priced at $850. Must sell.
773-7988 .
KING SIZE waterbed, soft
sides, heater. bookcase
headboard, vibration unit.
Deluxe 5'-11' maple bureau
with 5' mirror. Portable
dishwasher with wood top.
Redwood table top. Meta I
filing cabinet. Moving. best
offer, call 767-3152.
NEED FUIINITURE! Why
not rent with option to buy.
TVs , furniture and appliances from Rent- A-Set.
729~7

ERNIE POOK'S Comeek
and Marlys fans , .... lynda
Barry has created at-shirt
just for Marlys. Show yo~r
friends where you went thIS
summer "visit Marlys' World
and Universe + Galaxy'.
Shirts are 100% cotton with
black ink. In adult SM, MED.
lG and XLG sizes. Send
check or money order for
$12.95 to: Greylag , P.O. Box
99093-CB. Seattle , WA
98199-0093. Get on our
mailing list too ....
1. FT_ SEBAGO Suncraft
inbdloutbd Volvo Penta. 4
cyl . twin carb , solid boat,
needs minor work. $1000 firm
Call 883-1473 between lOam
to8pm
QUEEN SIZE waterbed
with
mirrored
headboardlbookcase . Six drawers in base. Complete with
heater. mattress, padded
frame. $350 or best offer.

846-9583
COMPUTER-Commodore
Amiga A-500. 1.5 MEG
internal plus 1010 external
drive, 2002 color monitor,
music & Digi-View software
included. $950. (1600 new)
865-0949 eves ..
MOVING· Must sell,office
desk-5' x 2.5' with file drawer
& chair $275/both. Also
bedroom and living room
furnishings. Call 871-7125.
WEEKEND IN NYC for
two pers.ons . Deluxe
package, 2 nights with
breakfast at Marriot Marquis.
Round trip flight from
Portland. value to $1200 ,
malke offer. n3-7369.
WATERBED KING SIZE
soft sided, bookcase
headrest. with heater and
massage unit. Deluxe ,
excellent shape, $650.
Maple chest of drawers, Gfoot full mirror over, $300.
767-3152.
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REMOD~LlNG By Vision

1e84 MAZDA RX-7 silver. 1.87 JEEP COMANCHE
5-spd. 49,500 miles. asking 4-cyl, 4-wheel drive sport
truck. Powersleering, power
$5600. Call761~171 .
1.83 FORD ESCORT, 2- brakes, AM-FM, black ,
dr hatChback, front wheel moderate highway miles,
plowed , good
drive, 4 cyl. 5-spd. 2-tone never
OPEN HOUSE
tan and brown. 72,000 miles. condition . Good deal at
II. BOOK SIGNING
great in snow, car has no $6000. Call 772-5304.
BARTENDERS profeswith Ellen Kandolan. problemsl Ready to drive 11186 SU.BARU, excellent
Author of the
sional bartenders for all 0caway. $950 . John, 839- condition, AM-FM cassette,
Children's Book
casions. Win bartend in your
4576
.
sunroof, 38,000 miles.
'Is
A'!Ybody
Up
7home for that special party.
MUST SELL 11181 ~onliac selling for $3600, far below
Oct. 15th, 1-4 pm
Birthdays, weddings, HalGrand Lemans. V.f; With : ac. what you'd pay on a car lot.
85 York Street
loween, or Christmas. Make
cc, ps. tw, pb. pw. JVC Compare at $5000. 879-7037
your affair our affair.
Portland
slereo cassette, new eves
Reasonable rates, call 883871-0112
sticker. Very clean, $1500 or 1.85 MAZDA RX.7 GS
8099.
bast offer. 774-6496 Or 775- model. Immaculate finish,
TIRED of working all day -~"ti·~-!111
- . '!II-'.- '!'!II!'II_" 57'17
AC, PB. PS. Black with grey
and coming home and having •
CHEVY CAVALIER 1986 velour. A fun car to drive.
to clean the house? let me
If you 're Sick,
~-<:Ir, auto. A~M, AlC. rust Below book at $5975. 878make your life easier. Years
You Call The Doctor,
proof, low mileage. recent 2312.
.
If
your
TV,
VCR
or
·
Mlcrow••• I. SIck.
o f cIeamng experience,
muffler, excellent condition, 1.n CHEVY CAPRICE
affordable rates, excellent
$4500. CaU 854-8246.
landau roof, 4-dr, AC ,
references. Call 879-7049.
1976 V.OLKSWAGEN cruise , stereo, new tires.
NEIGHBORHOOD Grime
CampmobJle With 'pop-top. battery. alt Good condition.
Watch, a home and small
Many extras, Flo.rlda. car, with new sticker. $1000 or
office cleaning service you
clean, well -maintained, bast offer. 775-6586.
can trusl. Insured. bonded.
$2000 or best offer. 766- 83 TOYOTA CAMRY lX
Greater Portland area. call
2025.
CC, AC. all power, AM-FM
797-3647, leave message.
1.88 TOY~TA - 4 x 2 cassette/equalizer, excelUNSECURED GOLD card,
excellent condition. 14,000 lent shape, high miles, $2800
$5000 limit, cash advances,
miles, Brahma Cap , slide or best offer. 82 Pontiac
0%
interest ,
only
windows, rust-proofing , AM- Phoenix, 6-cy1 , CC, AM-FM,
requirements-must be 18 or
FM stereo, asking $7200. 77000 miles ,
excellent
older with part-time or full863 Congress St. Portland
Don. 839-4567 eves. please. shape. $1000 or best offer.
7.72.-.6.46.7_ _. . 1.85 HONDA Elite 250 Tim. 879-7038 or n0-3738.
time job. Regardress of past 1___
credit history , 100%
ce, only 800 miles, a must
approval. no catches, no
see. Call 6 pm to 10 pm, 499- 1.85 TOYOTA Corolia
gimmicks. Establish and get
7961 .
GTS. 5-spd, air. sunroof. fun
the credit you deserve
74
PLYMOUTH 2-dr car. $4550 or best offer.
today .
Send
$49 .50 I
- -. hardtop, SSS-6, low miles, n2-2919 or n3-8589.
processing
fee
for
55k, inspection sticker. body 1981 VW RABBIT 4-<:1r,
guaranteed acceptance
excellent inside and out. new 99,800 miles. $800. Call 761package to Independant
battery and tires, torsion bar 9450 after 6:30.
Credit Services, 131 Hawkes
needs welding . Best offer, 1981 CHEVY Malibu, V.f;,
St Westbrook, 04092, or call
774-0571 .
130 K and going strong , just
856-0041 .
1.86 PONTIAC Grand
I .. - .. . _.
in from N.Y. Needs head
TYPINCI Business peopleAm, 5 speed, sun rool, 4 gasket, transmission mount.
doors , 48,000. asking
need a secretary but can't I Order Now For A
$500. Call 772-5322. Gary.
$5000 . 773-6320, leave
afford the costs? Students1.83 TOYOTA Tercel
I
2
Car
Garage
message or call after 6. Ask
need that paper, resume
auto. low mileage. excellent
for Doug.
typed? Give me a call. Your I On a cement slab
condition, AMlFM and tape,
typing needs are my typing I for A Tremendous TOYOTA Pickup 1984 Good tires. Must sell. $2200.
Highway miles, well deeds! 879-9179.
772.f;440, leave message.
Price of
maintained. Cap, sliders,
HAIL MARY typing I
11182 VOLVO wagon DL.
aluminum wheels,. $3500. or
service. Don't pass this upl I
87 k, standard 00, nice
bast offer. 772-3258.
We will type your resumes. I
MAZDA
AX·7 1986 running and driving car.
term papers. law briefs.
Body in very good condition,
I
perfect condition, 36,000
personalized multiple letters,
asking $4800 or best offer.
with this
miles . am-fm. must sell
engineering reports , plays I
will negotiate for quick sale.
coupon
$6999. 774-7528.
and scripts. I type nearly I
Call late. 774-0435.
1.67 FORD ESCORT GL
100 wards per minute-quick
1985 ISUZU I-Mark 4-<:1r.
4-dr, 5-spd, sunroof, AM-FM,
turnaround time. Pickup and I
sedan. PS-PB, one owner,
Call today for
elec. side mirrors, security air, 5.speed. sun roof, alloy
delivery avaHable, call 774- I
Free Estimate
lock (hood deadbolt, fuel
5410.
I
wheels, California car .
MAID FOR YOU House I
valve) . 33000 miles, Stereo w/cassette, $2500
The
cleaning ,
odd
jobs,
excellent condition . $3900 .
errands... You don't have the I Brendan Group Call Del 766·5153 or 776- takes it Call Ken at 1-929_
5134.
761-4070
time? I dol Call 767-3171 for
7497.
1.87 FORD F-350 I -ton
details. .
I 1-80Q.222-2565
1.82 SUBARU sedantruck with stake bed .
lor
__
_Carolyn
___ _
red , 4-<:1r. PW, PS, PB. AC ,
FACIALS: m gal11c aloe I1.. _Ask
Transferable life-time rustsome rust, 129,000 miles,
vera products . Face scrub,
proof warranty. 30,000 miles,
$1000 or best offer. Must
mask, herbal steam. black$12,500 , call 874-8529 M-F
sell,
865-3433.
head-whitehead. and excess
or 787-2187 nights or week
VOLVO 1.65 122 2-dr,
oil removal plus a foot masends.
nice condition, 2-litre, dual
sage. Enjoy a thoroughly
U73 DODGE VAN
carb, 4-spd, sport exhaust.
clean face. Joni at n3-Q463
TRUCK - ran fine two years
$2500 or best offer. 637ago. Body in exc. shape.
2384.
DISTRIBUTORS
$650. 846-6285
CHOICE 1984 Celebrity
WANTED
11186 SPECTRUM good
S/W. Newly rebu ilt engine, ondition, 4-door AlC blue ,
$2600.
82
Dodge
400
98K,
• POOBlEM : Drinking
cute, must see. 35000 miles .
water supplies Er'e
82K, $1600. Both cars well- Call 767..()976. nights.
becoming contaninated
maintained , good shape 1.7. CHEVY PICKUP
inside and out. Make offers ,
• s::lLUTION : MULTIV-8, 70 K, New Mexico truck.
PUfl:: '" systems guaran777.f;904.
runs great, must sell soon.
teed to remove chlorine,
DESPERATELY seeking $1500 . or best offer, 774bacteria and chemicals
purchaser for 1981 Kawasaki 0092 or 775-7926 ask for
• OPPORTUNITY:
GPZ 550. New tires, Barnett Erik.
Part-time or FUll-time
chain, great running bike ,
must sell ! $800 or best offer.
Fred. 846-3810 days, 4438760 after 8:30 pm.
Crafters. Let us add the
change that can make your
house your horne. Kitchens,
bathrooms, tile work, floor
inlays, repairs, additions.
Charles Fredricks, n3-Q463.
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Spiral Bound
Starting in cube A-I, see if you can
make your way through this plexiglass
spiral so that you wind up in cube ZI.Then write in the route below (Le., A-

I,E-I. .. ).

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? If so
there could be a $20 gift certificate for
Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or
tickets for two aboard the Longfellow

Cruise Lines (second prize). Winnen
will be selected by a random drawing
from the correct entries. Contestants
are ineligible to win more than one
prize in a four-week span and onlyone
entry is allowed per contestant.
All entries for this week's Real
Puzzle must be received by noon
Wednesday, Oct. 18. The solution will
appear in the Oct. 26 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly. Please write the puzzle number on outside of envelope. Send your
best guess to:

--

Real Puzzle t41
Casco Bay W_kIy
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04012

:JI~~~~lE~l

or: .

$4,700

--

********************
BUY HERE - PAY HERE
Two Brothers II
Rt. 302, Westbrook
• Guaranteed Up To Six Months
.• 0 % APR Available
Call Mr. Nest
856-0000

r: 51 tIiI~ (13 iii [iW _ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
~~----~=-------------, 1

~--,,=--::;=::-.-

---
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When was the last time you met
someone who blew you away?
Don't leave it to chance. Let us introduce you to
someone special. Selectively. lhoughtfully. Cheerfully.
Being single in Maine can
7Jie :Persona!
be funag.ain . W'hy wait ~.
c
any longer? Call
muLn
lhe Personal1buch.
31 El<rha~ 51. Portland. ME 04101
773-1688

The Bodyshop
Specializing in
Collision Repair

Subaru, Honda,
Nissan, Toyota

Solution to Real Puzzle #39
2 Cavalier
7 Camaro
6 Corvette
4 Celebrity

3 Caprice
I Corsica

5 Beretta
David Simpson of Peaks Island rides
off to Alberta' s with first prize. Steven
Belanger, from that southern land
known as Springvale, wins second
prize.

1901 Forest Ave., Portland

797-3510
Free towing when repairs are done here.

.. 1989 United Feature Syndicato.

OS· TAPES· CDs· VIDEOS ,-....~
Strawberries Famous ~nnual

MIDNIGHT MADNESS!

ONE NIGHT ONLY! EVERY ALBUM!
THE 8-52'S

TRACY CHAPMAN

THE DEL FUEGOS
Smokins In The Fields

COSMIC THING

1"""_

features:
With Me Sister
. MoveIre..uway

Featuring: COSMIC THING

nn Inside You

99
1199CD
6 LplCass.
Rickie Lee Jones
Flying Cowboys
Ftalurint:: SaldUt,,· Ooft',lAt TM
Sun
YOc.I Cryi.,

c.,I.".

EVERY TITLE! NOW ON SALE!
THE THE
MIND BOMB

including:
The Beat(en) Generation

SJ#

KinodOm Of A."',GravUa1e 10 Me
Armageddon Day. Ale ..... (Agoln)

NEIL YOUNG

BONHAM .~.

FREEDOM

Including:
WoIt For YOU/Guilty
Juat Another o.ylDrNms
Bringing Me Down

F"'u.;ng

EURYTHMICS

WE TOO ARE ONE

• DON'T ASK ME WHY •

• THE KING &OUEEN OF AMERICA •
• ANGEL •

........

99
1099
5 Lp/Cass.
CD

1199CD
6 99
LplCass.

ASH ONLY! EVERYTHING ON SALE!
Store times may vary. Check your local Strawberries for store hours.

South Portland, Maine· Mall Rd.,
Mall Side Shopping Center
.

-'"

7 p.m.-2 a.m.

Don't Forget!
CASH ONLY
during sale hours.

